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Context: A software product line is a means to develop a set of products in which variability is a central 
phenomenon captured in variability models. The field of SPLs and variability have been topics of exten- 
sive research over the few past decades. Objective: This research characterizes systematic reviews (SRs) 
in the field, studies how SRs analyze and use evidence-based results, and identifies how variability is 
modeled. Method: We conducted a tertiary study as a form of systematic review. Results: 86 SRs were 
included. SRs have become a widely adopted methodology covering the field broadly otherwise except for 
variability realization. Numerous variability models exist that cover different development artifacts, but 
the evidence is insufficient in quantity and immature, and we argue for better evidence. SRs perform well 
in searching and selecting studies and presenting data. However, their analysis and use of the quality of 
and evidence in the primary studies often remains shallow, merely presenting of what kinds of evidence 
exist. Conclusions: There is a need for actionable, context-sensitive, and evaluated solutions rather than 
novel ones. Different kinds of SRs (SLRs and Maps) need to be better distinguished, and evidence and 
quality need to be better used in the resulting syntheses. 
© 2019 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. 













































Software product line (SPL) engineering is the development of
 set of products from a reusable set of assets following a com-
on architecture and a predefined plan ( Bosch, 20 0 0; Clements
nd Northrop, 2001; Pohl et al., 2005 ). The products of an SPL can
e any kinds of software systems such as embedded systems, soft-
are products or digital services. SPLs have become an important
nd popular means of enhancing quality, supporting reuse, and de-
iving different product variants efficiently. The years of research
nd practice have elevated variability management to become a
entral concern related to SPLs ( Galster et al., 2014 ). Variability is
efined as the ability of a software system or artifact to be effi-
iently extended, changed, customized, or configured for use in a
articular context ( Svahnberg et al., 2005 ). Variability is explicated
n a software variability model , which we use broadly to refer to
ny kind of artifact abstracting or documenting variability. For ex-
mple, a feature model ( Kang et al., 1990; Benavides et al., 2010 ) is
robably the first and best-known example of a dedicated variabil-
ty model, but there are other similar dedicated variability mod-∗ Corresponding author at: Department of Computer Science, Aalto University, 
.O.Box 15400, FI-00076 Aalto, Finland. 
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164-1212/© 2019 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. This is an open access article uls, extensions for existing models such as variability stereotypes
or UML, and informal in-house developed or ad hoc approaches to
ariability modeling. 
Systematic reviews (SRs) are specific classes of literature reviews
hat summarize and synthesize evidence about a specific topic
ollowing a predefined, systematic, and reliable research method
 Dybå et al., 2005 ). Two typical forms of SRs are a systematic lit-
rature review ( Kitchenham, 2007 ) and a systematic mapping study
 Petersen et al., 2008 ), for which we use the abbreviations SLR and
ap , respectively. These SRs are secondary studies that review origi-
al research results as their primary studies. SLRs “identify, analyse
nd interpret all available evidence related to a specific research
uestion in a way that is unbiased and (to a degree) repeatable”
 Kitchenham, 2007 ). SLRs aim to establish the state of evidence on
 topic ( Petersen et al., 2008 ). This is important for evidence-based
oftware engineering, the aim of which is to improve decision-
aking related to software development and maintenance by in-
egrating the current best evidence from the research with practi-
al experience and human values ( Dybå et al., 2005 ). A major step
n this process is to critically appraise the evidence for its validity,
mpact, and applicability ( Dybå et al., 2005 ). A Map is a “method
o build a classification scheme and structure a software engineer-
ng field of interest. The analysis of results focuses on frequencies
f publications for categories within the scheme” ( Petersen et al.,
008 ). Compared to SLRs, Maps may be based on a larger numbernder the CC BY license. ( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ ) 


































































































1 The list was used as an indicator for quality of publications, and publications 
appearing in the list were warned to be suspicious by publication forum listing of 
the Finnish scientific community. However, the listing has now been discontinued. of papers and may chart research about wider topic areas, e.g., in
terms of the type of contribution, such as a method or tool, and
the type of research or evidence, such as a solution proposal or
evaluation research ( Petersen et al., 2008 ). However, a Map does
not need to collect the empirical evidence or in-depth analysis of
the subject matter due to shallow data extraction ( Petersen et al.,
2008 ). Both forms of SRs have become increasingly popular re-
search methods ( Da Silva et al., 2011 ) and, in practice, both forms
of SRs share many similarities; and given the way they are cur-
rently applied, the distinction between the two is not always clear.
Tertiary studies are another increasingly popular form of SR that
summarize the existing secondary studies. That is, a tertiary study
is a review that treats other secondary studies as its primary stud-
ies and is otherwise carried out as an SLR ( Kitchenham, 2007 ).
Tertiary studies have been conducted in software engineering
about three topics. First, there are studies about SRs in gen-
eral. One tertiary study searched all SRs in software engineering
( Kitchenham et al., 2009 ) and was later extended ( Da Silva et al.,
2011; Kitchenham et al., 2010 ). Second, there are studies of the
SR method itself ( Zhang and Ali Babar, 2013 ), including synthe-
sis methods ( Cruzes and Dybå, 2011 ), experiences ( Hanssen et al.,
2011; Kitchenham and Brereton, 2013 ), motivation ( Santos and
da Silva, 2013 ), the nature of research questions ( da Silva et al.,
2010 ), the use of SRs ( Santos et al., 2014 ), and quality assessment
in SRs ( Zhou et al., 2015 ). Third, there are studies about specific
topics, such as global software engineering ( Hanssen et al., 2011;
dos Santos et al., 2012; Marques et al., 2012 ), risks ( Verner et al.,
2014 ), requirements engineering ( Bano et al., 2014 ), and usable re-
sults for teaching ( Budgen et al., 2012 ). In addition, there are stud-
ies reporting the experiences of conducting SRs and discussing the
SR methodology ( Kitchenham and Brereton, 2013 ). 
The fields of SPLs and variability have been subject to such ex-
tensive research that we considered it important to characterize
the state of the art and practice more broadly than what is possi-
ble with an SLR or a Map. In addition, we aimed at accumulating
empirical evidence from the research results for the field. There-
fore, we carried out a tertiary study of SLRs and Maps. Although
SPLs and variability have been the topics of several SRs, a specific
tertiary study characterizing these SRs was still missing. However,
there is a bibliometric analysis ( Heradio et al., 2016 ) that focuses
not only on publications but also on research topics in publications
over the years. Very recently, a tertiary study ( Marimuthu and
Chandrasekaran, 2017 ) similar to ours was published, that roughly
covers only the first of our three research questions. The results of
both of these studies are similar to ours for the parts that over-
lap. Specifically, in this paper, we present the publication and gen-
eral characteristics of existing SRs about SPLs and variability, an
examination of how the quality of and evidence in the primary
studies are assessed in these SRs, and an overview of variability
models as well as supporting evidence for them in SRs. We fol-
lowed the research methodological guidelines for a tertiary study
( Kitchenham, 2007 ). 
This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces
and motivates the research questions and the research method.
Section 3 represents the full data that we extracted to the research
questions. Section 4 summarizes the answers to the research ques-
tion. Section 5 discusses the limitations and validity of the study.
Section 6 presents the conclusions. 
2. Research questions and method 
2.1. Research questions 
RQ1. What are the characteristics of published SRs? 
• RQ1.1. What are the overall publication characteristics of SRs? 
• RQ1.2. What kinds of SRs are published? • RQ1.3. What research topics are addressed? 
• RQ1.4. What is the research methodological quality of SRs that
have been conducted? 
RQ2. How do SRs address the quality of and evidence in the
rimary studies? 
• RQ2.1. How is the quality of primary studies assessed in SRs? 
• RQ2.2. How is the empirical evidence provided in primary stud-
ies assessed in SRs? 
• RQ2.3. What kinds of evidence-based findings do SRs present? 
RQ3 How is software variability modeled? 
• RQ3.1. What kinds of software variability models exist? 
• RQ3.2. What evidence is provided for the software variability
models? 
Our first research question concerns the characteristics of SRs
hat have been conducted about SPLs and variability in order to get
n overall understanding of the conducted SR research—similarly to
 Map. We characterize the publications of SRs, the SRs themselves
n terms of their types and the number of primary studies they
nalyze, the research methodological quality of the SRs, and the
opics of the SRs. 
The second research question examines how SRs are being ap-
lied as a research methodological tool by focusing on the anal-
sis and use of quality of and evidence in the primary studies
f the SRs. The motivation for this is that although many con-
erns, especially in the early stages of the research process such as
earch, are addressed in the SR methodology ( Kitchenham and Br-
reton, 2013 ), the analysis and use of the quality of and evidence in
rimary studies are not covered extensively. In fact, for evidence-
ased software engineering, it is essential for SRs to embrace ev-
dence. This analysis also provides an essential basis for the third
esearch question. 
The third research question focuses on variability models,
hich we selected as the specific sub-topic for our study. The
eason we decided to apply a tertiary study to variability mod-
ls, rather than carrying out a specific SR, was to get a broader
verview of variability models throughout subareas and life-cycle
hases than what would be feasible in a dedicated SR about
ariability models. The first sub-question is aimed at getting an
verview of existing variability models, while the second sub-
uestion applies the results of the second research question to as-
ess the evidence about variability models. 
.2. Study selection criteria 
We searched for articles that fulfilled all the inclusion crite-
ia and not any of the exclusion criteria. We included articles for
hich an SR was only one element of the article. The inclusion
riteria were: 
1. Articles that reported an SR. 
2. Articles that mentioned SPL or variability as their topic using
these terms or their synonyms. 
3. Articles that were published in, or accepted to, a workshop,
conference or journal, or were peer-reviewed technical reports
or book chapters. 
4. Articles that were written in English. 
The exclusion criteria were: 
• Master’s and doctoral theses. 
• Journals appearing in Beall’s list and without better evidence of
their scientific standard or quality. 1 





















































































































i  • Informal literature reviews (lacking systematicity or at least not
reporting the activities carried out, resulting in a lack of repli-
cability in the research process). 
• Articles that only discussed performing SRs but did not report
the results of an original SR. 
• Articles that were only related to teaching or education but did
not report the results of an SR that had been conducted. 
• Editorials, introductions, summaries of workshops, etc., that did
not report an original SR. 
.3. Search process 
The summary of the search process, which was conducted in
hree major phases, is given in Fig. 1 . Searches of phases 1 and 2
ere carried out in June and July 2015, and phase 3 was conducted
n September and October 2018. For the identification of the pa-
ers, we applied four search strategies: Backward and forward
earches of references — known as snowballing search — based on
ohlin (2014) criteria, database searches, and manual searches. 
.3.1. Snowballing searches 
The snowballing search followed an iterative protocol. For each
teration, a starting set was formulated, each paper in the start-
ng set was backward and forward snowballed, and the newly in-
luded papers were added to a starting set for the next iteration.
n the backward snowballing, the reference list of a paper was re-
iewed. Whenever a potential paper for inclusion was found, the
lacements of the reference in the text of the inspected paper were
nvestigated. The investigation of the reference’s locations could
rovide further justification for inclusion or help to identify other
imilar papers. The forward snowballing was carried out using the
copus database to find papers that cited the investigated paper.
ometimes the Scopus database did not contain the investigated
aper at all or properly. In such cases, Google Scholar was used. In
oth cases, whenever a new candidate paper was found, the ab-
tract of the paper was analyzed. If the paper was still considered
elevant, the full paper was downloaded and evaluated for poten-
ial to be included. The first part of the snowballing search was
tself a snowballing search for tertiary studies to identify the start-
ng set of SRs for snowballing (Phase 1a in Fig. 1 ): A starting set
f 11 tertiary studies was first identified quite unsystematically by
ombining the ones already known to us and by searching for ad-
itional ones using Google Scholar. The tertiary studies were for-
ard snowballed and backward snowballed so that only other ter-
iary studies were considered. A total of 19 tertiary studies were
dentified until no new tertiary study was found after two itera-
ions. 
In the references of the 19 tertiary studies, 23 unique potential
Rs were identified for inclusion. They formed the starting set of
Rs, which was forward and backward snowballed until no new
R was found (Phase 1b in Fig. 1 ). All these preliminarily included
apers were snowballed in both directions until no new SRs were
ound after four iterations. Again, only SRs were considered in the
nowballing, not all references. 
The snowballing searches identified 42 highly potential SRs for
nclusion. One paper that was published in a journal that appeared
n Beall’s list was excluded. A citation matrix about backward and
orward snowballing was created to verify the completeness of
nowballing in both directions. 
In order to validate the search, we applied a quasi-gold stan-
ard, meaning that we compared our search results with a set
f SRs about the research topic ( Zhang et al., 2011 ). The set of
6 SRs in our earlier records was used as a quasi-gold standard
ather than the recommended method based on a manual search.
he snowballing search had revealed 25 of these 26 SRs. Thus,
he quasi-sensitivity was 96%, exceeding the “high sensitivity” class85–90%) ( Zhang et al., 2011 ). The SR that was not found was
dded and snowballed, and thus a set of 43 SRs were potentially
ncluded, i.e., they seemed to fulfill the inclusion and exclusion cri-
eria. Nevertheless, we decided to pilot additional searches because
ur quasi-gold standard was not formed as rigorously as recom-
ended, and out of general interest. Because we found several new
Rs in the pilot, we decided to design and carry out database and
anual searches. 
.3.2. Database and manual searches 
The database searches (Phases 2 and 3 of Fig. 1 ) were car-
ied out in five databases: Web of Science (WoS), Scopus, IEEEX-
lorer, ACM Digital Library, and Science Direct. The search that we
dapted to each database consisted of five parts, as described be-
ow and exemplified for Scopus using the same parts in Fig. 2 : 
1. The search targeted metadata — or abstract, title, and keywords
— depending on what was possible in the specific database. 
2. The terms used to find SRs combined all general search terms
found from the eleven tertiary studies known at the time that
explicated their search terms. 
3. The search was limited to the field of software. 
4. SPL and variability were used as search terms, and we consid-
ered synonyms for these terms. 
5. The search was limited to computer science or similar subject
areas, if possible. 
For the search results of each database search, we inspected the
itle and publication. If the paper seemed to be potentially relevant
o SPLs or variability, we read the abstract. We did not exclude
apers only on the basis of not mentioning a SR in the title. We
xcluded a paper if the combination of the title and publication
as deemed to be out of scope. For example, the search results
ncluded several papers whose titles were too generic to make a
ecision, but these papers were published in journals completely
nrelated to software, such as agricultural journals, which resulted
n their exclusion. A manual search process addressed the forums
evoted to the SPLs: The Software Product Line Conference (SPLC)
nd SPLC workshops, the International Workshop on Variability
odelling of Software-intensive Systems (VaMoS), and the Inter-
ational Workshop on Variability in Software Architecture (VarSa).
hus, the manual search did not cover journals. The basic bibli-
graphic information of all papers in these venues was collected
n a spreadsheet. A paper was considered for inclusion if the title
uggested a potential SR. However, all potential papers identified in
he manual search were already included or excluded. Finally, as a
entral forum for publishing SRs, we read manually the titles of In-
ernational Conference on Evaluation and Assessment in Software
ngineering (EASE) papers from 2007 to 2015, which are accessible
nline, but no new candidates were found. 
Finally, backward and forward snowballing was carried out for
he newly found SRs from the database and manual searches sim-
larly to the process described above but no new SRs were found.
owever, we did not assess the database and manual search results
or validity. 
The 43 papers from the snowballing search and the papers from
he database search were combined. After the removal of dupli-
ates and the application of the inclusion and exclusion criteria,
e had identified 59 SRs for inclusion. 
.3.3. Phase 3: Update to include the most recent papers 
The third phase of searches (Phase 3 of Fig. 1 ) was conducted
ith a similar protocol than earlier to cover the most recent publi-
ations. First, a database search was conducted. The same database
earch protocol described above was followed, with an additional
imitation to publication years 2015–2018, and after applying the
nclusion and exclusion criteria 26 new SRs were included. These
488 M. Raatikainen, J. Tiihonen and T. Männistö / The Journal of Systems and Software 149 (2019) 485–510 










T  new SRs were snowballed using the same protocol as earlier. In
addition, the set of 59 earlier SRs were forward snowballed for cit-
ing papers from published in 2015 or later. As a result of snow-
balling, one new SR was included, which was likewise snowballed.
The snowballing resulted in only one iteration. Manual searchesargeted the above mentioned publication venues in 2015–2018;
o new SRs were included. As a result, the final set of included
Rs has 86 studies. 
The number of SRs found in different stages is given in Table 1 .
he ‘Total’ column is the number of potential SRs found from the
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Fig. 2. An example of the database search string applied to the Scopus database. 
Table 1 
The number of SRs found in different phases and stages from the sources. 
Stage Snowballing a Scopus ACM WoS IEEE Science Direct 
Initial search (Phases 1 & 2) 
Total 47 348 140 218 105 15 
Full text analysis 42 50 41 35 16 6 
similar Included 42 39 30 26 10 6 
Unique 7 5 3 1 2 0 
Search update(Phase 3) 
Total 1 b 145 52 70 40 55 
Full text analysis 1 33 10 20 6 11 
Included 1 9 7 3 5 2 
Unique 1 2 2 0 0 1 
a These figures do not include the SR that we added after applying the quasi-gold standard. The 
added SR was also found in Scopus and WoS. 
b We did not include SRs that were already found in earlier stages. 
Table 2 
Data extraction form. 
Data RQ 
Full bibliographic information 1.1 
Publication type (Journal/conference/workshop/other) . 1.1 
Type of SR (Map/SLR) 1.2 
Number of primary studies 1.2 
Topic 1.3 
Is there an explicit difference between domain engineering and/or application engineering in separate 
sections or the research questions; or implicit or generic in this sense (specific/generic) ? 
1.3 
Was the domain engineering phase covered explicitly, partially so that there was no explicit claim of the 
phase but the relevant phase can be deduced, or not at all or not in an identifiable manner (yes/partially/no) ? 
1.3 
Was the application engineering phase covered explicitly, partially so that there was no explicit claim of the 
phase but the relevant phase can be deduced, or not at all or not in an identifiable manner (yes/partially/no) ? 
1.3 
Did the paper address tools either as the topic of paper, in the research questions, or as a topic in the 
analysis (Topic of the paper/A research question/Analysis topic) ? 
1.3 
QA scores for QA1-7 (yes/partially/no) , see Table 3 . 1.4 
Reasons for not scoring 1 in QA1-7 1.4 
How were the search results assessed for completeness? 1.4 
What quality and evidence assessment frameworks were used for the analysis of the primary studies? 2.1&2.2 
How were the quality and evidence in the primary studies used in the findings of the SR? 2.3 
What variability models exist? 3.1 



















n  ource. The ‘Full text analysis’ column refers to the number of SRs
hat were downloaded and analyzed. The ‘Included’ column indi-
ates the number of SRs that were ultimately included from each
ource. The ‘Unique’ column includes the number of SRs that was
ound only from the specific source. During the snowballing of the
earch update, we kept tract only new SRs. 
.4. Data extraction 
The analyzed data from each SR is shown in Table 2 . If only
numerated values were extracted, the possible values are givenn parentheses. The ’RQ’ column shows the respective primary re-
earch questions. 
The extracted full bibliographic information provides data about
ublications for RQ1.1. For RQ1.2) we identified the number of pri-
ary studies and the type of an SR. The type is either a Map or
n SLR as defined by the SR, i.e., by the self-claim of the authors
ather than the analysis of the content. The main topics of SRs
ere extracted from the title and content for RQ1.3. We also dif-
erentiated how each SR addressed domain and application engi-
eering phases including whether the topic was specific for differ-
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Table 3 
The quality assessment criteria. 
QA Criteria 
QA1 Are the review’s inclusion and exclusion criteria described and appropriate? 
(1): The criteria are explicitly defined in the study. Our interpretation: Criteria are in a table, bullet points, or described clearly in the text. 
(0.5): The criteria are implicit. Our interpretation: Inclusion and exclusion was made on the basis of the research questions and search terms without being 
more explicit. 
(0): The criteria are not defined and cannot be readily inferred. 
QA2 Is the literature search likely to have covered all relevant studies? 
(1): The authors have either searched four or more digital libraries and included additional search strategies or identified and referenced all journals 
addressing the topic of interest. Our modification: We accept also the application of an extensive backward and forward snowballing search strategy 
( Wohlin, 2014 ). 
(0.5): The authors have searched four digital libraries with no extra search strategies or three digital libraries with extra search strategies. 
(0): The authors have searched up to 2 digital libraries or an extremely restricted set of journals. 
QA3 Did the reviewers assess the quality/validity of the included studies? 
(1): The authors have explicitly defined quality criteria and extracted them from each primary study. Our interpretation: The quality of the primary study is 
assessed, such as the appropriateness of the study design. 
(0.5): The research question involves quality issues that are addressed by the study. Our interpretation: Only the study design of primary studies is addressed 
but not assessed for quality/validity. For example, the applied research method is extracted, or the evidence is characterized. 
(0): No explicit quality assessment of individual primary studies has been attempted. 
QA4 Were the basic data/studies adequately described? 
(1): Information is presented about each study. Our interpretation: References to the primary studies are provided. 
(0.5): Only summary information about primary studies is presented. Our interpretation: The number of primary studies was mentioned. 
(0): The results of the individual primary studies are not specified. Our interpretation: Not even the number of primary studies supporting claims was 
explicated. 
QA5 Is the analyzed quality of primary studies traceable to primary studies? 
(1): Fully traceable to primary studies. 
(0.5): Only part of the quality is traceable, quality is traceable only for some of the primary studies, or only numeric summaries are given. 
(0): Not traceable. 
QA6 Is the identified evidence traceable to primary studies? 
(1): Fully traceable to primary studies. 
(0.5): Only part of the evidence is traceable, evidence is traceable only for some of the primary studies, or only numeric summaries are given. 
(0): Not traceable. 
QA7 Is the analyzed quality and evidence used in the findings? 
(1): Findings are reported systematically so that at least the best quality or evidence is taken into account. 
(0.5): Quality or evidence is not explicitly used in the findings but somehow related to the findings: Studies with the best quality or evidence are identified 
but not described, or quality or evidence is used in a non-traceable manner, such as numerical summaries. 




















































t  ent phases or generic. The dichotomy of domain and application
engineering is typical in SPL engineering and is roughly paralleled
to development for reuse or core asset development, and develop-
ment with reuse or product development, respectively. As an addi-
tional concern, the role of tool support was extracted. 
To assess the research methodological quality of the conducted
SRs (RQ1.4), we first applied the four York University DARE crite-
ria for quality assessment (QA1-4), following the practices in other
tertiary studies ( Kitchenham et al., 2009; 2010; Da Silva et al.,
2011; Bano et al., 2014; Verner et al., 2014 ). Some tertiary stud-
ies, including ours, have modified and interpreted the wording of
the original criteria in ( Kitchenham et al., 2009 ). Our interpreta-
tions and adaptations are explained within the criteria of the qual-
ity scores in Table 3 . Additionally, Table 3 includes three new qual-
ity criteria (QA5-7) that we developed to characterize the analyses
of quality of and evidence in the primary studies, and the use of
the results of these analyses in the findings. Although Maps may
only provide an overview of the topics addressed in the research,
we analyzed all QAs in all SRs. The quality scores applied for every
QAs were: 
1. 1 if the criterion was fulfilled fully, 
2. 0.5 if the criterion was fulfilled partly, and 
3. 0 if the criterion was not met. 
In addition to determining the score for the QA criteria, we
carried out an additional analysis about the QA criteria related to
RQ1.4. We recorded the reasons why an SR did not reach a score of
1 for all QAs. We also studied how the search results were assessed
for completeness or validity. The addition was made because we
did not want to modify QA2 significantly or to add another QA for
search criteria. For RQ2.1 and RQ2.2, we collected the frameworks used in the
Rs to analyze the quality of or evidence in the primary studies.
or RQ2.3 we analyzed how the SRs use the analyzed quality and
vidence. 
The variability models for RQ3.1 were extracted from the SRs
o that original terminology was primarily used. To provide data
or RQ3.2, we analyzed the quality and evidence of the supporting
rimary studies (cf. RQ2.1 and RQ2.2) for each variability model. 
The first author extracted all data, and the second author
hecked the data extractions of a few SRs that he selected. In addi-
ion, whenever the first author had uncertainties about the analy-
is, he discussed it with the second author until an agreement was
eached. Finally, the second author checked the QA scores of the
Rs that received the best scores for QA3 or QA5-7. 
.5. Data analysis and presentation 
We applied spreadsheets extensively to store the extracted data
resented in Table 2 . Section 3 presents the full data and corre-
ponding direct results to each research question. Section 4 sum-
arizes the answers to the research questions and presents char-
cterizations, trends, and individual findings on the basis of further
nalyses. We also present the cross-analysis of the data over differ-
nt research questions. 
. Results: Data on the research questions 
This section provides basic data on the research questions. The
ull list of included SRs is given in Appendix. The SRs are referred
s S1-S86. In the case of a few SRs, at least partially the same
uthors carried out an extension of their previous work. S13 ex-
ended the analysis for the same set of primary studies as S11, and
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Table 4 
Extracted basic data of SRs. 
ID Year Pub a Type S/G b DE c AE d Tool e # f Topic 
S1 2010 J SLR g y n RQ 49 Requirements engineering 
S2 2014 W Map g p n – 62 Feature location for SPL adoption 
S3 2015 J SLR g Y n RQ 13 Feature extraction from requirements 
S4 2014 C Map g y p RQ 17 Measures in feature model 
S5 2010 W Map g p y A 29 Dynamic SPL 
S6 2007 C SLR g y p – 8 Design patterns 
S7 2012 J SLR s y y – 41 Testing strategies 
S8 2014 J SLR s y y A 49 Testing strategies 
S9 2014 J Map g y y RQ 58 Service oriented SPL 
S10 2009 C SLR g p p A 34 Variability management 
S11 2009 C SLR g y p – 97 Research methods in variability management 
S12 2009 W SLR s y n – 19 Scalability in variability modeling 
S13 2011 J SLR g y p – 97 Research methods in variability management 
S14 2011 J SLR s y y – 39 Agile methods 
S15 2011 J Map g y y A 64 Testing 
S16 2011 C Map g n n – 34 Adoption 
S17 2014 C SLR s y y RQ 19 Embedded systems using MDE and SPL 
S18 2014 J SLR s y p A 196 Variability management 
S19 2015 C SLR g y y – 13 Variability in architecture knowledge management 
S20 2013 J SLR g p n – 45 Feature model analysis 
S21 2012 J SLR s y y – 37 Multi SPL 
S22 2010 W SLR g y y – 16 Research methods in feature modeling 
S23 2013 J SLR g p p RQ 127 Separation of concerns in feature modeling 
S24 2011 W SLR g y y – 3 Research methods in testing 
S25 2008 W SLR g n n – 19 Research methods in SPL economics 
S26 2009 J SLR g n n – 89 Research methods in domain analysis 
S27 2014 J SLR s y y RQ 20 Traceability 
S28 2013 J Map g y n RQ 74 Adoption: Reengineering and refactoring 
S29 2009 C SLR g y y A 23 Testing 
S30 2013 C SLR g y y A 37 Testing 
S31 2012 C SLR s y y A 25 Testing 
S32 2010 J SLR s y y T 19 g Domain analysis tools 
S33 2013 J Map g y p – 30 Risk management 
S34 2015 J Map s y y A 77 Search based software engineering for SPL 
S35 2015 W Map g y n – 47 Combinatorial interaction testing 
S36 2013 J SLR g y n A 46 Variability in quality attributes in service SPL 
S37 2013 J SLR g p p A 81 Service oriented SPL 
S38 2009 C SLR s y y – 39 Quality attributes 
S39 2012 J SLR s y y A 35 Quality attributes and measures 
S40 2009 W SLR g p n – 13 Scoping 
S41 2011 C SLR g n n A 43 Quality attributes 
S42 2009 C SLR g p p – 7 Mobile middleware SPL 
S43 2011 J Map g p p – 45 Testing 
S44 2011 W Map g y y A 48 Service oriented SPL 
S45 2012 C SLR g y n – 29 Quality attribute variability 
S46 2012 C Map g n n T 9 Testing tools 
S47 2012 C SLR g p n – 57 Evaluation 
S48 2014 C SLR s y y T 41 g Management tools 
S49 2010 J SLR s y p A 118 Derivation support 
S50 2014 C Map s y n – 9 Variability in textual use cases 
S51 2015 C Map g p n A 24 Consistency checking 
S52 2013 J SLR s y y – 63 Service oriented SPL 
S53 2011 J Map g p p – 32 Agile methods 
S54 2013 C SLR g y y A 20 Dynamic SPL derivation 
S55 2014 C SLR g p p – 36 Quality attributes 
S56 2008 C SLR s y n – 17 Domain design 
S57 2015 J SLR g n n – 31 Adoption 
S58 2012 W SLR g p n – 30 Service identification in SPL 
S59 2014 C SLR g p p – 18 Bad Smells 
S60 2016 J Map g p p A 19 Intelligent configuration 
S61 2017 J Map g y n RQ 119 Reengineering legacy applications 
S62 2017 J SLR g p p T 37 Tools for variability 
S63 2016 C Map s y y – 39 Functional safety in SPL 
S64 2018 J Map s y y RQ 47 Integration of feature models 
S65 2016 C Map g p n A 165 Change impact 
S66 2016 C Map g p p – 9 Dependability for DSPLs 
S67 2018 J SLR g p p – 42 Variability metrics 
S68 2018 J Map g y y – 423 Feature model analysis 
S69 2015 C Map s y y A 54 Variability management in DSPLs 
S70 2017 C Map g n n – 68 Automotive agile SPLs 
S71 2018 C Map g n n – 66 Agile transformation and SPL 
S72 2017 C SLR g p n RQ 25 Reverse engineering variability from natural language 
S73 2015 C SLR g p n A 28 SPL architecture recovery 
S74 2016 C SLR g p n A 35 SPL architecture metamodels 
S75 2016 C Map s y y RQ 32 Visualization for SPLs 
S76 2018 J Map s y y RQ 37 Visualization for SPLs 
( continued on next page ) 
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Table 4 ( continued ) 
ID Year Pub a Type S/G b DE c AE d Tool e # f Topic 
S77 2018 J SLR g p n RQ 60 SPL evolution 
S78 2016 J MAP s y y – 107 SPL evolution 
S79 2018 J SLR s n y A 66 Configuration of extended feature models 
S80 2016 J Map g p p – 44 Combinatory integration testing 
S81 2016 J SLR g p n A 54 Requirements models in SPLs 
S82 2016 C SLR s y y – 37 Requirements engineering and variability in DSPLs 
S83 2018 C Map g p n – 35 Architecture recovery for SPLs 
S84 2018 J Map s y y A 35 Feature interaction 
S85 2015 J SLR g n n – 15 Effects on experience 
S86 2017 J Map s y y – 62 Traceability 
a Type of publication: Journal (J), conference (C), workshop (W). 
b Differentiation of domain and/or application engineering: Specific (s), general not explicit (g). 
c Applicable to domain engineering: Yes (y), partially (p), no (n). 
d Applicable to application engineering: Yes (y), partially (p), no (n). 
e The role of tools: Topic of the paper (T), a research question (RQ), analysis topic (A). 
f The number of primary studies. 

















































































S30 and S8 extend the previous searches to cover recent years for
the same research questions. S76 extends S75, and S61 extends S2
by refined search and additional research questions. We interpret
that S37 extends S44, e.g., by refined research questions, searches,
and analyses, although few details about the possible extension are
given. However, we did not exclude these extensions from the final
set of SRs. 
3.1. Data on RQ1.1 and RQ1.2: SRs’ publications and characteristics 
The SRs including the full bibliographic details are listed in the
Appendix . The extracted basic data is shown in Table 4 . 
3.2. Data on RQ1.3: Addressed topics 
The topics of SRs are presented in the ‘Topic’ column of
Table 4 roughly as stated by each SR. Additionally, Table 4 presents
how the domain and application engineering, and tools are covered
by each SR. 
In order to group similar topics and provide a better overview,
we mapped the SRs to more general topic categories as shown in
Table 5 . One SR can appear in more than one category. The topic
categories were formed in a bottom-up manner by grouping sim-
ilar SRs and assigning each to one or more categories. The cate-
gories follow the commonly applied software engineering catego-
rization that is applied, e.g., in SWEBOK ( Abran et al., 2004 ). The
first three topic categories distinguish between the common soft-
ware engineering life cycle phases of requirement engineering , ar-
chitecture and detailed design , and testing . The table omits imple-
mentation , because it was not addressed by any SR. Crosscutting
topics over life-cycle phases, i.e., variability management, quality at-
tributes , and software process model , were distinguished as cate-
gories of their own. Practically all papers deal with variability in
some way. Therefore, to classify an SR into the variability manage-
ment topic category, we required a specific variability management
topic such as addressing variability or feature modeling. Manage-
ment goes over life-cycle phases including SPL adoption, economic
concerns, risk management, and evolution. Specific SPLs focus on a
specific application domain or a specific kind of SPL. These are the
service-based systems (7 SRs), dynamic SPLs (5), multi SPLs, em-
bedded SPLs, automotive agile SPLs, and mobile middleware SPLs.
Finally, research methods means that the SR has a significant focus
on assessing, e.g., which research methods the primary studies ap-
plied or how well the methods were applied. .3. Data on RQ1.4: Quality assessment of SRs 
Table 6 conveys the full quality assessment scores. The reasons
or the SRs not scoring 1 in each QA are elaborated below. 
QA1: The inclusion and exclusion criteria. One SR does not
rovide enough details to interpret the inclusion and exclusion cri-
eria, thus scoring 0. Twenty SRs score 0.5 because the inclusion
nd exclusion criteria are not reported explicitly but the studies
eport enough details about the search process, such as research
uestions and search strings, so that it became almost clear how
tudies were found. 
QA2: The completeness of the literature search. Nine SRs
core 0: S9 used only Google Scholar search to a selected set of
ublishers; S23 used one database and its own records; S49 car-
ied out automated searches only for a set of selected publications;
56 used web search and manual search for selected publications;
5, S22, and S45 targeted the search only to a limited set of con-
erences; and S68 and S69 searched only two databases and used
imited snowballing. Twenty-six SRs score 0.5, out of which 18 re-
ied only on the database searches and lack manual searches, and
even SRs (S6, S15, S18, S21, S38, S40, S48) searched a limited set
f databases. S6 has both of these deficiencies. S31 relied largely
n the previously performed searches that have these deficiencies. 
Search completeness beyond QA2: Ten SRs assessed search
ompleteness. S36 established a quasi-gold standard by manual
earch, and S15 used another SR as a quasi-gold standard. S10, S11,
nd S13 checked if three relevant known papers were found, S63
nd S68 checked four known papers, and S81 checked five. S78
hecked the 34 primary studies of another SR and found 9 new
apers, but did not revise its search. S39 had a set of studies that
ere compared to the search results, but further details are not
iven. 
A few SRs relied at least partially on previous search results
ut did not otherwise assess search completeness. S7 included
he studies of three other SRs and added a manual and database
earch. S31 analyzed for the inclusion papers from existing SRs.
58 included the primary studies of an existing SLR and extended
he set of studies with a manual search and a snowballing search. 
QA3: The quality assessment of the primary studies. QA3 is
ompletely omitted in 21 SRs. Thirty-eight SRs carried out a par-
ial quality assessment of the primary studies (QA3 score = 0.5).
hese SRs explicitly assessed the evidence in the primary studies,
uch as the applied research methods or whether industrial evi-
ence exists. The remaining 15 SRs score 1, out of which all of
hem analyzed both quality and evidence except for S21, S33, and
49, which analyzed quality only and applied it as an inclusion cri-
erion. 




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































QA4: The basic data of the primary studies. One SR scores 0,
eaning that only a summary is given without even the number
f supporting primary studies. Out of the five papers that score 0.5,
hree (S11, S38, S44) provide only the number of primary studies
upporting the findings without referencing the primary studies. In
5, it remained unclear what papers are included. S9 lists but does
ot make references in the text to the primary studies. 
QA5: The quality traceability of the primary studies. Sixty-
ve SRs score 0 because they do not report the quality of indi-
idual studies. Seven SRs score 0.5: S8 provides a graph of scores
ithout traceability to primary studies. S86 uses a bubble chart to
isualize the number of papers with a specific combination of rigor
nd relevance scores. S18 and S62 represent only a numeric sum-
ary. S11 and S13 analyzed only those primary studies that they
onsidered empirical, providing for each study a summary and full
core, respectively. S55 reports a numeric summary for four out
f the eight applied criteria. Four out of the remaining eight SRs
coring 1 (S7, S14, S21, S49) used quality assessment only as an in-
lusion criterion meaning that their quality assessment criteria are
ulfilled although actual scores are not given. 
QA6: The evidence traceability of the primary studies. Evi-
ence is absent in 24 SRs (score 0). Partial traceability is provided
y 23 SRs (score 0.5). S35 lists only a subset of evaluation, and
54 does not state unambiguously the evidence. The remaining SRs
coring 0.5 provide a numeric summary of primary studies in dif-
erent evidence categories without references to primary studies
nd, thus, without traceability. 
QA7: The use of evidence or quality in findings. QA7 score is
ero in 47 SRs. Thirty-two SRs score 0.5: Several SRs (S8, S15, S19,
29, S30, S32, S39, S56, S59, S67, S69, S73, S74, S80, S81) provide
istings from which the level or nature of evidence in the primary
tudies can be observed for different topics. Many SRs (S4, S5, S9,
16, S28, S34, S37, S43, S50, S51, S53, S65, S79, S86) present the
esults in a two-dimensional plot such as a bubble plot: The top-
cs or research questions are on one axis, the level of evidence on
he other axis, and the number of studies are then plotted in this
pace. S15, S28 and S51 organize the evidence by different topics.
8 differentiates a numeric summary by topic. S55 and S86 iden-
ify the primary studies with the best evidence. S18 and S36 iden-
ify the primary studies of best rigor and relevance by combining
he quality, evidence, topics of these studies. 
.4. Data on RQ2.1: Quality assessment of primary studies 
The quality questions ( Dybå and Dingsøyr, 2008 ), which have
een developed for assessing the primary studies in software en-
ineering SRs, are applied in 13 SRs (the ‘Quality Questions’ row of
able 7 ). The original 11 questions ( Table 8 ) address four concerns:
eporting (questions 1–3), rigor (4–8), credibility (9–10), and rele-
ance (11). All questions are not always used except in S13 and S52
nd sometimes there are minor wording changes. In addition, five
Rs add extensions as shown in Table 8 . The reasons for omitting
nd extending the questions are not elaborated. S8 used the first
uality question to exclude non-empirical primary studies. 
Ten SRs apply other means for the quality assessment than the
uality questions (the ‘Other quality assessment’ row of Table 7 ).
43, S54, S62, S63, S70, S75 have their own sets of questions and
33 adds several questions to the quality questions. These ques-
ions have some similarities with the quality questions, such as a
ew same or very similar questions, but the other questions are
till quite unique. S7, S21, and S49 specify their own quality crite-
ia or questions that are used in the inclusion and exclusion crite-
ia. S18, S36 and S88 analyze rigor and relevance based on existing
riteria ( Ivarsson and Gorschek, 2011 ). 
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Table 6 
QA scores for the SRs. 
ID QA1 QA2 QA3 QA4 QA5 QA6 QA7 QA sum 
S1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 6 
S2 1 .5 .5 1 0 .5 0 3.5 
S3 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 5 
S4 1 .5 .5 1 0 1 .5 4.5 
S5 1 0 .5 .5 0 .5 .5 3 
S6 .5 .5 0 1 0 0 0 2 
S7 .5 1 1 1 1 0 0 4.5 
S8 1 1 1 1 .5 1 .5 6 
S9 .5 0 .5 .5 0 .5 .5 2.5 
S10 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 3 
S11 1 1 1 .5 .5 .5 0 4.5 
S12 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 5 
S13 1 1 1 1 .5 .5 1 6 
S14 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 6 
S15 .5 .5 .5 1 0 1 .5 4 
S16 1 1 .5 1 0 .5 .5 4.5 
S17 1 .5 .5 1 0 1 0 4 
S18 1 .5 1 1 .5 .5 .5 5 
S19 1 1 .5 1 0 1 .5 5 
S20 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 3 
S21 1 .5 1 1 1 0 0 4.5 
S22 1 0 .5 1 0 1 1 4.5 
S23 .5 0 0 1 0 0 0 1.5 
S24 .5 1 .5 1 0 1 1 5 
S25 .5 1 .5 1 0 1 0 4 
S26 1 1 .5 1 0 1 0 4.5 
S27 0 .5 0 1 0 0 0 1.5 
S28 1 1 .5 1 0 .5 .5 4.5 
S29 .5 1 .5 1 0 1 .5 4.5 
S30 .5 .5 .5 1 0 1 .5 4 
S31 .5 .5 .5 1 0 1 0 3.5 
S32 1 1 .5 1 0 1 .5 5 
S33 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 5 
S34 1 1 .5 1 0 1 .5 5 
S35 1 1 .5 1 0 .5 0 4 
S36 1 1 1 1 1 1 .5 6.5 
S37 1 1 .5 1 0 .5 .5 4.5 
S38 1 .5 .5 .5 0 .5 0 3 
S39 1 1 .5 1 0 1 .5 5 
S40 .5 .5 0 1 0 0 0 2 
S41 .5 .5 .5 0 0 .5 0 2 
S42 1 .5 0 1 0 0 0 2.5 
S43 1 1 1 1 0 .5 .5 5 
S44 1 1 .5 .5 0 .5 0 3.5 
S45 1 0 .5 1 0 1 1 4.5 
S46 1 1 .5 1 0 1 0 4.5 
S47 .5 .5 0 1 0 0 0 2 
S48 1 .5 0 1 0 0 0 2.5 
S49 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 4 
S50 1 .5 .5 1 0 1 .5 4.5 
S51 1 1 .5 1 0 .5 .5 4.5 
S52 1 .5 1 1 1 1 0 5.5 
S53 1 1 .5 1 0 .5 .5 4.5 
S54 1 1 1 1 1 .5 0 5.5 
S55 1 1 1 1 .5 .5 .5 5.5 
S56 1 0 .5 1 0 1 .5 4 
S57 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 3 
S58 .5 1 .5 1 0 0 0 3 
S59 1 .5 .5 1 0 1 .5 4.5 
S60 .5 .5 0 1 0 0 0 2 
S61 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 4 
S62 1 1 1 1 .5 0 0 4.5 
S63 1 1 1 1 0 .5 0 4.5 
S64 1 .5 .5 1 0 1 0 4 
S65 .5 1 .5 1 0 1 .5 4.5 
S66 .5 .5 .5 1 0 1 1 4.5 
S67 1 0 .5 1 0 1 .5 4 
S68 .5 0 .5 1 0 1 0 3 
S69 1 1 1 1 0 1 .5 5.5 
S70 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 3 
S71 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 3 
S72 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 4 
S73 1 1 .5 1 1 1 .5 6 
S74 1 1 1 1 1 1 .5 6.5 
S75 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 3 
( continued on next page ) 
Table 6 ( continued ) 
ID QA1 QA2 QA3 QA4 QA5 QA6 QA7 QA sum 
S76 1 1 .5 1 1 0 0 4.5 
S77 1 .5 1 1 1 1 0 5.5 
S78 1 .5 .5 1 0 1 0 4 
S79 1 .5 .5 1 0 .5 .5 4 
S80 1 1 .5 1 0 1 .5 5 
S81 1 1 1 1 1 1 .5 6.5 
S82 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 3 
S83 .5 .5 .5 1 0 .5 0 3 
S84 1 1 .5 1 0 .5 0 4 
S85 .5 1 0 1 0 0 0 2.5 
S86 1 1 1 1 .5 .5 .5 5.5 


















































s  .5. Data on RQ2.2: Evidence assessment of primary studies 
There are four different evidence assessments, each of which
s applied in at least seven SRs (the second block of Table 7 ).
he ‘Other evidence assessment’ row of Table 7 identifies SRs that
pplied an assessment that at most one other SR applies. Some
Rs apply more than one assessment. The applied evidence assess-
ents are ordered by year, which does not show any conclusive
rends such as disappearance of one assessment or clear domi-
ance of another assessment. Respectively, it is still not uncommon
hat no quality or evidence assessment is applied as shown in the
ast row of Table 7 . 
Research classification. The six different classes of research
 Wieringa et al., 2006 ) were used in 20 SRs: Solution proposals
ake a proposal for something new, supported merely by a small
xample or a good line of argument. Validation research means that
he object of investigation is novel but validated in academic set-
ings rather than applied in practice. Evaluation research means
hat a study is carried out in a practical setting. Philosophical pa-
ers propose something significantly novel relying merely on argu-
entation. Opinion papers are about authors’ opinions not based
n the results of research. Experience papers are about the authors’
ersonal experience such as lessons learned. The research classifi-
ation is also adapted. S15 and S37 add conceptual proposition , S9
ifferentiates early research advancement , S44 includes survey pa-
ers , and S83 adds exploratory research . 
Evidence level. The evidence level framework, which seven SRs
pplied, is adopted to software engineering ( Kitchenham, 2004;
lves et al., 2010 ) and it differentiates evidence from L1 (weak-
st) to L6 (strongest). The levels are L1 no evidence; L2 demon-
tration, toy example; L3 expert opinions, observations; L4 aca-
emic studies; L5 industrial studies ; and L6 industrial evidence . As
ost of the primary studies fall in L1 or L2, S81 refines the
evel 2. 
Industrial or non-industrial settings. Twenty-two SRs ana-
yzed the settings where the primary studies had been carried out.
he settings include ‘artificial settings’, ‘examples’, ‘scaled down
eal examples’ ‘randomized’ and ‘no evaluation at all’. Unfortu-
ately, the categories between SRs are largely incommensurable.
t is only possible to identify whether some real industrial settings
re involved or not, which we consider as an additional classifica-
ion. The presence of an industrial setting can also inferred via the
ther frameworks: Research classification to experience or evalua-
ion paper, and the evidence levels L3, L5, and L6 require industrial
vidence. 
Research methods. Twenty SRs assessed the applied research
ethods in evaluating evidence. Unfortunately, the SRs’ use of re-
earch method categorization is a too heterogeneous and incom-
ensurable for us to meaningfully present and summarize them:
e attempted to categorize the research methods by combining
































































The applied quality and evidence assessment over years. 
# 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 
Quality assessment 
Quality questions 
( Dybå and 
Dingsøyr, 2008 ) 
13 S11 S1 S13 S14 S33 S36 S52 S8 S18 S55 S3 S81 S77 
Otherquality 
assessment 
10 S49 S43 S7 S21 S54 S69 S63 S74 S62 S86 
Evidence assessment 
Research classifica- 
tion( Wieringa et al., 
2006 ) 
20 S5 S15 S16 S43 S44 S53 S46 S28 S37 S54 S4 S9 S50 S51 S73 S66 S78 S86 S68 S83 
Evidence level 
( Alves et al., 2010 ) 
7 S1 S36 S8 S18 S55 S19 S81 
Industrial or 
non-industrial 
22 S56 S29 S38 S22 S32 S13 S24 S44 S7 S45 S46 S30 S36 S2 S59 S3 S34 S35 S80 S61 S62 S79 
Research methods 20 S25 S11 S26 S38 S13 S14 S44 S41 S31 S39 S58 S36 S59 S3 S73 S63 S74 S86 S76 S84 
Otherevidence 
assessment 
9 S28 S17 S18 S51 S81 S65 S64 S67 S77 
None 18 S6 S10 S12 S40 S42 S47 S20 S23 S27 S48 S57 S85 S60 S75 S82 S70 S72 S71 
Table 8 
The quality questions ( Dybå and Dingsøyr, 2008 ) and their application in the SRs (cf. the row ‘Quality questions’ of Table 7 ). Q1-11 are the original questions and Q12-15 are extensions. 
S1 S3 S8 S11 S13 S14 S18 S33 S36 S52 S55 S76 S80 
Q1 Is the paper based on research (or merely a lessons learned report based on expert opinion)? x x x x x x x x x 
Q2 Is there a clear statement of the aims of the research? x x x x x x x x x x x x x 
Q3 Is there an adequate description of the context in which the research was carried out? x x x x x x x x x x x x 
Q4 Was the research design appropriate to address the aims of the research? x x x x x x x x x x 
Q5 Was the recruitment strategy appropriate to address the aims of the research? x x x x 
Q6 Was there a control group to compare treatments? x x x x x 
Q7 Was the data collected in a way that it addressed the research issue? x x x x x x x x 
Q8 Was the data analysis sufficiently rigorous? x x x x x x x x x 
Q9 Has the relationship between researcher and participants been adequately considered? x x x x x x x 
Q10 Is there a clear statement of findings? x x x x x x x x x x x x 
Q11 Is the study of value for research or practice? x x x x x x 
Q12 Is there a way to validate the methods? x 
Q13 Are there any practitioner-based guidelines? x x x x 
Q14 Are limitation and credibility of the study discusses explicitly x x x 
Q15 Was the article refereed? x 



















































































































s  into one class, but still 19 different research method classes re-
mained. Only S11 (and its extension S13) as well as S36 and S63
use the same categorization, and S73, S74 and S86 rely on the
same source ( Easterbrook et al., 2008 ) but use slightly different
categorizations. Many research methods are also described briefly
or just mentioned by name. Even the primary studies are not al-
ways clear about their methods. 
Other. Finally, nine SRs use an assessment framework of their
own. These frameworks intend to categorize evidence somewhat
as the evidence level and research classification above and have
even similar categories. However, these categorizations are unique
enough that they are not feasible to synthesize or to combine with
above frameworks. 
3.6. Data on RQ2.3: Evidence-based findings presented in SRs 
Evidence-based findings are made in 39 SRs. The 23 SRs scor-
ing 0.5 in QA7 were already described in Section 3.3 . Next, we de-
pict the evidence of the seven SRs scoring 1 in QA7. S12 summa-
rizes practitioner experiences on the scalability of variability mod-
els found in four primary studies. S13 synthesizes the best evi-
dence about the positive and negative effects that variability mod-
eling causes, e.g., to the productivity and complexity. S14 has a
research question about successful industrial experiences of agile
SPLs. Experiences identified in the primary studies are described
and some topics are listed along with the supporting evidence.
S22 classified the primary studies based on their success in ap-
plying a feature model and gives a description of each case. S24
included only the primary studies with industrial experience on
SPL testing and describes each of them. S45 identifies and summa-
rizes two primary studies with direct industrial evidence on qual-
ity attribute variability, and four additional studies that use indus-
trial SPLs as an example. S66 describes the evidence of all primary
studies. 
3.7. Data on RQ3.1: Variability models 
The variability models covered by each of the 39 SRs contain-
ing variability models are presented in Tables 9 and 10 . In both
tables, the ‘ID’ column identifies the SR; the ‘Variability Model’
column identifies a variability model as presented by the SR only
with minor modifications, such as minor wording changes. Some
of the variability models are just mentioned by a name without
additional description or very generic name is given that both re-
sulted in including them as Other . The ‘Support level’ column spec-
ifies how many of the included primary studies report the variabil-
ity model, and the corresponding percentage is in the ‘%’ column.
Table 10 summarizes the SRs that do not provide evidence from
the primary studies for the variability models while Table 9 sum-
marizes the SRs that provide tracing to the evidence—the evidence
is elaborated below in RQ3.2. A variability model is not necessar-
ily covered in the all primary studies of an SR and one primary
study can cover several models. For example, S19 explicitly ana-
lyzes all its 13 primary studies but finds a variability model only
in three, S37 has a dedicated section about variability modeling,
and S18 takes a sample of only 20% (17) of the primary studies
with the highest quality score. 
We also grouped the variability models into 14 groups as shown
in Table 11 to facilitate more relevant analysis, summary, and syn-
thesis. The abbreviation of a group is used in the ‘Group’ col-
umn of Tables 9 and 10 . The groups emerged by first grouping
similar variability models. For example, different kinds of feature-
based models were all grouped under ’FM’. Similarly, we formed
generalized groups, as in the case of the ‘Orthogonal’ group, to
which we assigned different kinds of orthogonal models, such as
CVL ( Haugen et al., 2013 ) and COVAMOF ( Sinnema et al., 2004 ),n addition to Orthogonal Variability Model (OVM) as presented
y Pohl et al. (2005) . We also looked for variability models that
ppear in several SRs to constitute a group of their own. For ex-
mple, despite the fact that use cases can be considered a part of
ML, ‘Use case’ formed a group of its own, while other UML-based
odels were grouped under ‘UML’. The ‘Other’ group consists of
he remaining isolated and unique variability models, which did
ot appear in more than two SRs, and models for which enough
etails are not given. Finally, we were looking for models, but
ome SRs included also source code-level techniques, such as as-
ects (S13), that constitute the ‘SRC’ (source code) group. The ‘Un-
pecified’ group means that it remained unclear whether variabil-
ty is modeled at all or the SR itself used a similar term. These
ast two groups are included mainly for the sake of completeness,
s the SRs originally reported them. In addition, Table 11 shows
 short description, the number of SRs (‘SR’) in each group, the
verage support level (‘Avg%’), and the number of primary stud-
es in each a group (‘#’). The average support level is calculated as
n average of the support levels from the SRs that appear in each
roup. 
The variability model groups are divided into two classes in
able 11 . First, three groups (‘FM’, ‘DM’ and ‘Orthogonal’) repre-
ent dedicated variability models that are independent from ex-
sting models and propose constructs specific to variability. The
FM’ group relies on features as the main concepts and focuses
rimarily on the features that are relevant in the context of vari-
bility. The ‘DM’ group is based on models of decisions that need
o be made for resolving variability. The ‘Orthogonal’ group pro-
ides a set of constructs for a dedicated variability model, e.g.,
y using variability points, but the variability model is not au-
onomous as it is always linked to the existing, so-called base
odels of software, such as UML diagrams. However, orthog-
nal variability models are ignorant about the base model, so
ny software model can be a base model. In addition, other
roups, such as the ‘Other’ and ‘Formal’ groups may contain a
ew unique dedicated variability models. Second, the rest of the
roups rely on the existing models of software that are adapted
r extended with variability information. For example, variabil-
ty stereotypes are specified for UML, or variability-specific struc-
ured natural language is used for textual requirements or in use
ases. 
Finally, we mapped the variability models to the topics pre-
ented in RQ1. Table 12 shows the topics and the number of SRs
hat report variability models of the total number of SRs covering
ach topic. 
.8. Data on RQ3.2: Evidence about variability models 
The variability models for which evidence can be extracted are
resented in Table 9 as described above with the additional last
olumn summarizing the evidence for each technique. S1, S36 and
81 apply the evidence levels (cf. Section 3.5 ). The other SRs are
apped to the evidence levels as detailed in Table 13 in order
o make the different forms of evidence more commensurable.
he resulting evidence for the variability model groups is shown
n Table 14 . 
. Summary and further analysis of answers to the research 
uestions 
This section discusses the answers to the research questions. 
.1. Analysis of RQ1.1: SR publications 
The numbers of SRs as well as their authors and institutions
how that SR as a methodology is adopted widely. The first SR was
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Table 9 
Variability models with possibility to trace the evidence. 
ID Group Variability model Support level % Evidence 
S1 Use case Use case 11 / 49 22% L1:2 L2:2 L3:1 L4:1 L5:4 L6:1 
Unspecified Not specified 1 / 49 2% L1:0 L2:0 L3:0 L4:0 L5:0 L6:1 
FM Features 7 / 49 14% L1:1 L2:0 L3:1 L4:1 L5:3 L6:1 
Other Other uniques 13 / 49 27% L1:0 L2:3 L3:3 L4:0 L5:5 L6:2 
NL Natural language 13 / 49 27% L1:1 L2:3 L3:2 L4:1 L5:6 L6:0 
DM Decision model 1 / 49 2% L1:0 L2:0 L3:0 L4:0 L5:1 L6:0 
FM Feature model 5 / 49 10% L1:0 L2:2 L3:1 L4:0 L5:2 L6:0 
UML UML 2 / 49 4% L1:1 L2:0 L3:1 L4:0 L5:0 L6:0 
OVM OVM 2 / 49 4% L1:0 L2:1 L3:0 L4:1 L5:0 L6:0 
Other Goals 5 / 49 10% L1:0 L2:3 L3:1 L4:1 L5:0 L6:0 
S3 FM Features 2 / 13 15% L1:0 L2:1 L3:0 L4:0 L5:1 L6:0 
FM Feature model 5 / 13 38% L1:0 L2:1 L3:0 L4:2 L5:2 L6:0 
NL Structured natural language sentences 2 / 13 15% L1:0 L2:1 L3:0 L4:0 L5:1 L6:0 
NL Classification of requirement sentences 3 / 13 23% L1:0 L2:2 L3:0 L4:1 L5:0 L6:0 
S19 SA Architecture view for decisions (no details) 1 / 13 8% L1:1 L2:0 L3:0 L4:0 L5:0 L6:0 
OVM OVM 1 / 13 8% L1:0 L2:1 L3:0 L4:0 L5:0 L6:0 
FM Feature model 1 / 13 8% L1:0 L2:1 L3:0 L4:0 L5:0 L6:0 
S22 FM Successful FM application with adaptations 2 / 16 13% L1:0 L2:0 L3:0 L4:0 L5:0 L6:2 
FM Successful FM application without adaptations 4 / 16 25% L1:0 L2:0 L3:0 L4:0 L5:0 L6:4 
FM FM could have helped 3 / 16 19% L1:0 L2:0 L3:0 L4:0 L5:0 L6:3 
FM Unsuccessful FM application 2 / 16 13% L1:0 L2:0 L3:0 L4:0 L5:0 L6:2 
S30 Formal Formal 2 / 37 5% L1:0 L2:0 L3:0 L4:2 L5:0 L6:0 
UML Activity diagram 3 / 37 8% L1:0 L2:1 L3:0 L4:1 L5:1 L6:0 
UML Sequence diagram 4 / 37 11% L1:0 L2:3 L3:0 L4:1 L5:0 L6:0 
Use case Use cases 9 / 37 24% L1:0 L2:5 L3:0 L4:3 L5:1 L6:0 
FM Feature model 4 / 37 11% L1:0 L2:4 L3:0 L4:0 L5:0 L6:0 
OVM OVM 5 / 37 14% L1:0 L2:2 L3:0 L4:3 L5:0 L6:0 
UML UML 1 / 37 3% L1:0 L2:0 L3:0 L4:1 L5:0 L6:0 
FM Other Feature based 1 / 37 3% L1:0 L2:0 L3:0 L4:1 L5:0 L6:0 
SRC Source code based 3 / 37 8% L1:0 L2:1 L3:0 L4:0 L5:2 L6:0 
SA Architecture model 1 / 37 3% L1:1 L2:0 L3:0 L4:0 L5:0 L6:0 
Other Metamodels 1 / 37 3% L1:1 L2:0 L3:0 L4:0 L5:0 L6:0 
S36 NL Natural language 11 / 46 24% L1:2 L2:7 L3:0 L4:2 L5:0 L6:0 
Formal Formal 19 / 46 41% L1:6 L2:9 L3:1 L4:2 L5:0 L6:1 
Other Service models 5 / 46 11% L1:1 L2:2 L3:0 L4:2 L5:0 L6:0 
SA Architecture model 13 / 46 28% L1:2 L2:8 L3:0 L4:1 L5:1 L6:1 
Other Ontology based techniques 3 / 46 7% L1:0 L2:1 L3:1 L4:1 L5:0 L6:0 
MDE Domain-specific language 2 / 46 4% L1:0 L2:2 L3:0 L4:0 L5:0 L6:0 
UML UML 4 / 46 9% L1:1 L2:3 L3:0 L4:0 L5:0 L6:0 
Other Other uniques 3 / 46 7% L1:1 L2:1 L3:0 L4:1 L5:0 L6:0 
S50 Use case Use case 9 / 9 100% L1:0 L2:7 L3:0 L4:1 L5:1 L6:0 
S51 FM Feature model 9 / 24 38% L1:2 L2:2 L3:0 L4:2 L5:3 L6:0 
FM Features 3 / 24 13% L1:1 L2:0 L3:0 L4:2 L5:0 L6:0 
Formal Formal 6 / 24 25% L1:2 L2:1 L3:0 L4:3 L5:1 L6:0 
Scenario Scenario 6 / 24 25% L1:0 L2:0 L3:0 L4:2 L5:4 L6:0 
SA Architecture model 1 / 24 4% L1:0 L2:0 L3:0 L4:1 L5:0 L6:0 
S56 UML UML 2 / 10 20% L1:0 L2:0 L3:0 L4:1 L5:0 L6:0 
FM Feature model 3 / 10 30% L1:0 L2:0 L3:0 L4:1 L5:2 L6:0 
DM Decision model 2 / 10 20% L1:0 L2:0 L3:0 L4:0 L5:2 L6:0 
NL Textual 2 / 10 20% L1:0 L2:0 L3:0 L4:0 L5:2 L6:0 
FM Features 1 / 10 10% L1:0 L2:0 L3:0 L4:0 L5:1 L6:0 
SRC Source code based 1 / 10 10% L1:0 L2:0 L3:0 L4:0 L5:1 L6:0 
S80 FM FM 25 / 54 46% L1:0 L2:25 L3:0 L4:0 L5:0 L6:0 
UML UML class diagrams 18 / 54 33% L1:0 L2:18 L3:0 L4:0 L5:0 L6:0 
Use case Use case 6 / 54 11% L1:0 L2:6 L3:0 L4:0 L5:0 L6:0 
Other Activity diagram 6 / 54 11% L1:0 L2:6 L3:0 L4:0 L5:0 L6:0 
MDE DSL 15 / 54 28% L1:0 L2:13 L3:0 L4:2 L5:0 L6:0 
OVM OVM 6 / 54 11% L1:0 L2:5 L3:0 L4:1 L5:0 L6:0 
Other Goal Modeling 3 / 54 6% L1:0 L2:3 L3:0 L4:0 L5:0 L6:0 



















o  ublished in 2007. Since 2009, the number of published SRs per
ear has remained quite stable although there seems to be a minor
ncrease over the years ( Fig. 3 ). 
The 86 SRs were scattered over 34 different publication forums,
hich supports the earlier observation (S13 and S52) that SPL and
ariability studies are not published in a few specific forums. Jour-
als (40, 47%) are the most common publication type, but confer-
nces (36, 42%) and workshops (10, 12%) also publish a significant
mount of SRs. The highest number of papers were published by
nformation and Software Technology (20 SRs), which even advo-
ates SRs. SPL and variability specific forums have published a total a  f 14 SRs: SPLC (5 SRs), SPLC’s workshops (6), ICSR (2), and VaMoS
1). 
.2. Analysis of RQ1.2: SRs characteristics 
In terms of the SR type, we relied on the self-claims of the
uthors. Most of the SRs categorize themselves as SLRs (53, 62%),
nd the rest are Maps. However, we also analyzed and compared
hese SLRs and Maps. The average, median and standard deviation
f number of included primary studies is for SLRs 61, 47 and 71,
nd for Maps 43, 36 and 34, respectively. There are 13 (15%) SLRs
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Table 10 
Variability models without possibility to trace the evidence. 
ID Group Variability model Support level % 
S2 NL Textual variability information 12 / 62 19% 
FM Feature mapping to elements 18 / 62 29% 
FM Feature model 13 / 62 21% 
SRC Source code reorganization for variability 14 / 62 23% 
S4 FM FODA feature model 4 / 17 25% 
FM Extended feature model 3 / 17 20% 
FM Other feature model 5 / 17 30% 
FM Feature model notation unclear 4 / 17 25% 
S5 MDE MDE 1 / 29 3% 
FM Feature model 3 / 29 10% 
Other Context modeling 2 / 29 7% 
S10 FM Feature model 14 / 34 41% 
DM Decision model 6 / 34 18% 
Other Other uniques 12 / 34 35% 
Other Independent of specific modeling 2 / 34 6% 
S13 FM Feature model 33 / 97 34% 
UML UML 25 / 97 26% 
SA Architecture model 8 / 97 8% 
NL Natural language 6 / 97 6% 
SA Component model 5 / 97 5% 
Formal Formal 4 / 97 4% 
Other X-Frames 4 / 97 4% 
MDE Domain-specific language 3 / 97 3% 
Other Ontology based techniques 3 / 97 3% 
SRC Aspects-orientation 2 / 97 2% 
OVM Orthogonal variability management 2 / 97 2% 
Other Other uniques 2 / 97 2% 
S15 Use case Use case 6 / 64 9% 
UML UML 12 / 64 19% 
Formal Formal 4 / 64 6% 
DM Decision model 1 / 64 2% 
S17 UML UML 2 / 19 11% 
FM Feature model 8 / 19 42% 
Other Other 1 / 19 16% 
Unspecified Unspecified 2 / 19 11% 
MDE DSL 2 / 19 11% 
DM Decision model 2 / 19 11% 
OVM CVL 1 / 19 5% 
Other Other uniques 2 / 19 11% 
S18 FM Feature model 4 / 196 2% 
Other Rules, conditions 15 / 196 8% 
Other Variant labels, annotations 7 / 196 4% 
Other Profiles, e.g., tables 4 / 196 2% 
Scenario Change scenarios 2 / 196 1% 
S21 FM Variability model about context combined with a feature model 1 / 37 3% 
FM Feature model 8 / 37 22% 
SA Koala model 2 / 37 5% 
UML UML 2 / 37 5% 
S23 FM Feature model 127 / 127 100% 
S27 FM Features 4 / 20 20% 
FM Feature model 3 / 20 15% 
NL Natural language 1 / 20 5% 
UML UML 2 / 20 10% 
FM Features 4 / 20 20% 
OVM Orthogonal 2 / 20 10% 
Unspecified None 6 / 20 30% 
S34 FM Feature model 45 / 77 58% 
Other Other than features 22 / 77 29% 
S35 FM Feature model 41 / 47 87% 
Other Sets of constraints 4 / 47 9% 
OVM OVM 2 / 47 4% 
S37 FM Feature model 14 / 81 17% 
FM Other feature based 4 / 81 5% 
OVM OVM 2 / 81 2% 
OVM Covamof 2 / 81 2% 
UML UML 5 / 81 6% 
MDE Domain-specific language 6 / 81 7% 
S38 FM Feature model 6 / 39 15% 
Other Other models 6 / 39 15% 
Formal Formal 7 / 39 18% 
Other Goal-oriented model 3 / 39 8% 
Other Tree 5 / 39 13% 
NL Textual 5 / 39 13% 
Other Other mechanism 8 / 39 21% 
Unspecified Unspecified 12 / 39 31% 
( continued on next page ) 
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Table 10 ( continued ) 
ID Group Variability model Support level % 
S42 MDE DSL 3 / 7 43% 
FM Feature model 1 / 7 14% 
Unspecified Not specified 1 / 7 14% 
SRC Source code based 2 / 7 29% 
S45 FM Features 7 / 29 24% 
FM Attributes of features 3 / 29 10% 
SA Attributes of components 4 / 29 14% 
Other Other (variation points, constraints, dependencies) 6 / 29 21% 
S47 Scenario Scenario 9 / 57 16% 
SA ADL 3 / 57 5% 
Scenario ATAM / Saam 5 / 57 9% 
SA Structure such as component model 7 / 57 12% 
S52 FM Feature model 43 / 63 68% 
Other Other than features 17 / 63 27% 
S55 UML UML 2 / 36 6% 
FM Features 12 / 36 33% 
Formal Formal 13 / 36 36% 
MDE MDE 4 / 36 11% 
SRC Source code based 5 / 36 14% 
OVM OVM 1 / 36 3% 
Unspecified Unspecified 1 / 36 3% 
S58 FM Feature model 3 / 30 10% 
Other Goals and scenarios 1 / 30 3% 
S63 FM Feature model 28 / 39 72% 
OVM CVL 2 / 39 5% 
OVM Orthogonal 1 / 39 3% 
SRC Source code 3 / 39 8% 
Other Goal model 1 / 39 3% 
Unspecified Unclear 4 / 39 10% 
S64 FM Feature model 47 / 47 100% 
S69 Other Goal model 2 / 54 4% 
FM Feature model 36 / 54 67% 
UML UML 4 / 54 7% 
OVM OVM 3 / 54 6% 
OVM CVL 3 / 54 6% 
Other Other 14 / 54 26% 
S72 FM Feature model 14 / 25 56% 
OVM Orthogonal Variability Model 1 / 25 4% 
FM Feature list 4 / 25 16% 
Other Other 4 / 25 16% 
Other Product comparison matrix 1 / 25 4% 
S76 FM Feature model 28 / 60 47% 
UML UML 6 / 60 10% 
DM Decision model 4 / 60 7% 
OVM CVL 1 / 60 2% 
OVM OVM 1 / 60 2% 
Other Other 14 / 60 23% 
FM FM 5 / 60 8% 
S81 Other Aspect model 1 / 37 3% 
Other Actor model 1 / 37 3% 
Other MVRP 1 / 37 3% 
Other OWL 1 / 37 3% 
Other OCL 1 / 37 3% 
FM Feature model 18 / 37 49% 
S82 UML UML 18 / 35 51% 
Other Component-Based Architecture 14 / 35 40% 
Other Module Diagram 8 / 35 23% 
Other Other 16 / 35 46% 
Unspecified Not Specified 3 / 35 9% 
S83 FM Feature model 18 / 35 51% 
Other Goal model 1 / 35 3% 
Other Other 2 / 35 6% 
Other Ontologies 2 / 35 6% 
Other Dependency models 4 / 35 11% 














o  nd 5 (5%) Maps with fewer than 20 papers. The largest number
f primary studies in a Map is 423 (S68), which is an exception
ecause only two other Maps have more than 100 primary stud-
es (119 in S61 and 165 in S65). The largest number of primary
tudies in SLRs is 196 (S18) and four SLRs have more than 100 pri-
ary studies. The QA scores also do not indicate significant dif-
erences ( Table 15 ). Restricting the publication year of SLRs to theeriod when Maps were published after the guidelines had been
ublished ( Petersen et al., 2008 ), 2011 and onward, does not sig-
ificantly change the comparison between SLRs and Maps. 
Consequently, our analysis does not show significant differences
etween Maps and SLRs as they are being applied. The difference
etween Maps and SLRs is not defined in principle by the number
f primary studies, but because maps cover a wider area, one could
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Table 11 
The groups of variability models and their descriptions, the number of SRs in which the group appears (‘SRs’), the average support level percentage for the group (‘%’), and 
the total number of primary studies in SRs for the group (‘#’). 
Group Description SRs Avg% # 
Dedicated variability models: 
FM Feature diagrams or trees, and other feature-based models. 34 44% 721 
Orthogonal Orthogonal variability models, e.g., CVL and OMV. 14 6% 38 
DM Decision models. 6 10% 16 
Extensions and adaptations: 
Other Models that only a few primary studies apply in an SR and do not appear in several 
other SRs, or the details of the model are not given. 
23 18% 263 
UML Generally, any UML diagram other than use case, including adaptations such as 
stereotypes. 
15 16% 112 
NL Natural language, structured natural language. 8 19% 55 
SA Software architecture view-based models and component models other than UML and 
MDE. 
8 12% 45 
Formal Formal approaches. Further details are typically not given. 7 19% 55 
MDE Model-driven engineering including domain specific languages (DSL). 8 14% 36 
SRC Source code-level techniques 7 13% 30 
Unspecified Variability model is not specified or applied. 8 14% 30 
Use case Use case with, e.g., variability specialization or adaptation. 5 33% 41 
Scenario Scenario-based models 3 17% 22 
Table 12 
Variability models for different topics. The ‘#’column give the number of SRs reporting a 
variability model out of the SRs in the group and the ‘SRs’ column lists the SRs. 
Topic # SRs 
Requirements engineering 4 / 7 S1 S3 S50 S81 
Design 3 / 6 S19 S56 S47 
Testing 5 / 13 S15 S30 S35 S52 S80 
Variability management 11 / 25 S4 S10 S13 S18 S22 S23 S34 S64 S69 S76 S82 
Quality attributes 5 / 8 S36 S38 S45 S55 S63 
Process model 0 / 4 
Management 6 / 17 S2 S3 S27 S51 S72 S83 
Specific SPLs 10 / 15 S5 S17 S21 S36 S37 S42 S52 S58 S69 S82 
Research methods 1 / 4 S13 
Table 13 
Evidence level mappings in SRs for evidence about variability mod- 
els. 
ID Evidence level Original evidence 
S3 L5 Industrial settings with practitioners. 
L4 Industrial settings with researchers. 
L2 Researchers’ evaluation. 
S19 L2 Example. 
L1 No evidence. 
S22 L6 Includes only industrial practice 
S30 L5 Industrial experiment. 
L4 Academic experiment. 
L2 Example. 
L1 No evidence. 
S50 L5 Validation research. 
L4 Evaluation research. 
L2 Solution proposal. 
S51 L5 Industry evaluation. 
L4 Open source or academic. 
L2 Generated. 
L1 None. 
S56 L5 Industry. 











The total number of primary studies in SRs from L1 weakest to 
L6 strongest level of evidence for the variability model groups. 
Variability model group L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 
FM 4 36 2 9 14 12 
DM 0 0 0 0 3 0 
Formal 7 10 1 7 1 1 
MDE 0 15 0 1 0 0 
NL 3 13 2 4 9 0 
Other 3 22 5 6 5 2 
Orthogonal 0 9 0 5 0 0 
SA 4 8 0 2 1 1 
Scenario 0 0 0 2 4 0 
SRC 0 1 0 0 3 0 
UML 2 25 1 4 1 0 
Unspecified 0 0 0 0 0 1 
Use case 2 20 1 5 6 1 
Table 15 
QA averages in Maps and SLRs. See Table 6 for full QA scores. 
QA1 QA2 QA3 QA4 QA5 QA6 QA7 sum 
SLR no (0) 1 6 12 1 34 18 30 
SLR partially (.5) 12 16 24 2 6 9 17 
SLR yes (1) 40 31 17 50 13 26 6 
Avg 0.87 0.74 0.55 0.96 0.30 0.58 0.27 4.26 
Map no (0) 0 3 7 0 31 6 17 
Map partially (.5) 8 10 20 3 1 14 15 
Map yes (1) 25 20 6 30 1 13 1 
Avg 0.88 0.76 0.48 0.95 0.05 0.61 0.26 3.98 
f  
e  
o  expect significantly more primary studies in Maps. One could also
expect Maps to have lower QA scores because Maps provide an
overview of a topic area without performing as in-depth analysis
as SLRs do. However, neither of these expectations was realized.
In fact, the classification to SLRs and Maps by the authors of SRs
is not necessary consistent. The research questions of a Map could
cover a wider topic area than that of an SLR, but we did not ana-
lyze this aspect. 
In general, the distinction between Maps and SRs would be bet-
ter realized and more meaningful if the SLRs were more clearlyocused on rigorous analysis taking into account quality of and
vidence in the primary studies. Maps would then carry out
verviews of wide topic areas and could even rely on shallower
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t  nalysis, such as providing only numerical summaries of evidence.
hese differences are now realized in only some of the SRs. 
Due to few and inconsistent differences between SLRs and Maps
ccording to categorization based on what SRs self-claim, the rest
f this study does not differentiate between these two. 
.3. Analysis of RQ1.3: Addressed topics 
The SRs cover an extensive range of topics around SPLs and
ariability. The topics are mostly unique and only a few SRs are
xtended or updated, which are all always done at least partially
y the same authors. Some SRs seem to be closely related, such as
15 and S43, although their research questions are formulated dif-
erently. However, it is infeasible to study updates, extensions, or
rends about the same topic. 
The topic categories show that SRs cover other SPL develop-
ent life-cycle phases except implementation: There is no SR
bout realizing variability or variants although, e.g., variability
anagement is extensively addressed. Our perception is that de-
ailed design has not been addressed as extensively as high-level
rchitecture design or feature modeling. When considering vari-
bility models, our findings are similar to existing studies ( Heradio
t al., 2016; Marimuthu and Chandrasekaran, 2017 ) that have found
ut variability management including feature modeling, and test-
ng to be the dominant topics. However, some of the SRs are each
uite specific, focusing on an individual subtopic of emerging areas
f research. The SRs of each topic category are generally distributed
elatively evenly over the years but the SRs have different focuses
ithin the topics rather than being updates. The most notable ex-
eption is the process model category: Both S14 and S53 focus on
gile methods and appear in the same journal issue. The latest
R that we classified as research methods was published in 2011.
owever, many other SRs address research methods—or the poor
uality of research method used—in the primary studies. Many SRs
f different topics share a common interest in tool support: Four
Rs have tools as the main topic, 14 SRs have a research question
bout tools, and 24 SRs have tools as an analysis topic or field in
ata extraction. 
SRs often disregard, or are implicit about, the central distinction
etween application and domain engineering. However, for certain
anagement topics, such as adoption strategies (S16), the distinc-
ion is not even meaningful but we did not explicitly differentiate
PL management, e.g., similarly as Clements and Northrop (2001) .
n explicit distinction between application and domain engineer-
ng was made in 28 (33%) SRs. To characterize how the SRs address
pplication (AE) and domain (DE) engineering phases, we assignedcores 0, 0.5 and 1 for the extracted data ( Table 4 ) and calculated
he sums of scores. In total, domain engineering scored 62.5 and
pplication engineering scored 44, meaning that application engi-
eering has received less attention than domain engineering. Al-
hough the difference does not seem to be especially significant,
Rs should be more explicit about the distinction that was not al-
ays easily evident in our analysis. 
As a summary, variability realization is the only topic that
eems to be lacking an SR. However, the topics are sometimes cov-
red by quite specific SRs for an emerging research area where
ainly solution propositions exist rather than research results
ith convincing empirical evidence worth analyzing. Thus, several
ubtopics can still lack an SR that might be worth summarizing as
 Map. However, it may also be justifiable to conduct integrating,
pdating, and synthesizing SRs, especially SLRs, about more gen-
ral or mature topics, embracing the evidence (cf. RQ2) so that al-
eady the inclusion and exclusion criteria make selections in favor
f studies with convincing empirical evidence of good quality. 
.4. Analysis of RQ1.4: Quality assessment of SRs 
The distribution of scores for the QAs is summarized in Fig. 4 .
n the data, there are no significant changes or trends in the scores
ver the years. Because scores for QA4 (presenting results) and
A1 (search) are the best, followed by QA2 (inclusion criteria), the
tate-of-the-practice seems to perform well in searching and de-
cribing the primary studies. As indicated by the worse scores for
ther QAs, there is a room for improvement in analyzing and tak-
ng into account the analyzed quality of and evidence found in the
rimary studies. The results of the analysis bear similarities with
he other tertiary study ( Marimuthu and Chandrasekaran, 2017 )
part from the fact that we extended the analysis beyond QA4. We
laborate each QA below. QA1: The inclusion and exclusion crite-
ia. The inclusion and exclusion criteria (QA1) are usually reported
ppropriately. The most typical deficiency is that only the search
tring and research questions are explicated, leaving the criteria
omewhat ambiguous. However, the QA1 formulation (cf. Table 3 )
s relatively loose – the presence of criteria is enough for score 1,
ut the actual criteria is not analyzed, such as whether the criteria
re unambiguous and applicable. 
QA2: The completeness of the literature search. Despite ful-
lling the QA2 criteria, many searches seem to follow a predefined
lan strictly, and the search is terminated once the preplanned
ctivities are carried out, without any further considerations. As-
essing the search results is largely missing or unsystematic, and
aking advantage of the search results of existing SRs is also quite
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rare. For example, if we had been satisfied with only snowballing
without the database searches ( Fig. 1 ) in this study, we would have
missed a significant number of SRs. However, the QA2 criteria does
not require a search validation, such as comparison to other SLRs
or using a quasi-gold standard. 
The most common shortcoming in the search is relying only
on a database search without any augmenting search. Searching a
database is unlikely to find anything beyond scientific papers, such
as gray literature or books. A snowballing search might be able to
find such primary studies better. On one hand, these sources often
do not provide scientifically rigorous evidence. On the other hand,
if the evidence is not utilized in findings, as indicated by QA7, the
restriction is not justified. Limiting the search to a small number of
databases or publications is another common shortcoming. For an
SPL and for variability (cf. RQ1.2.), in particular, limiting the search
to the selected journals and conferences will likely lead to missing
primary studies because of scattered publication forums. However,
the requirement in QA2 to use four or more databases does not
seem to be as clearly justified and would require a more detailed
analysis. Further discussion of the search is beyond the scope of
this work, and the search for SRs has already been discussed, e.g.,
in terms of strategies ( Kitchenham and Brereton, 2013 ) and relia-
bility ( Dieste et al., 2009; MacDonell et al., 2010; Jalali and Wohlin,
2012; Wohlin et al., 2013 ). 
A recent trend in searches is to carry out snowballing after the
introduction of the guidelines ( Wohlin, 2014 ). However, it is not
always clear whether snowballing is performed both in backward
and forward directions. Another unclear aspect is the extensiveness
of snowballing such as whether newly found primary studies are
also snowballed. 
QA3: The quality assessment of the primary studies. Although
several SRs (19) do not take the analyzed quality of or evidence
found in the primary studies into account at all, the most com-
mon deficiency in many SRs (44) is addressing only the nature of
the study and evidence, such as whether industrial evidence is in-
volved or not. These SRs do not assess the primary study quality
per se, such as whether the research was designed appropriately
and carried out properly. It is also a shortcoming in the QA3 crite-
ria that it combines the quality and evidence, at least as we inter-
preted it, rather than treats them separately. 
QA4: The basic data of the primary studies. The basic studies
are typically described adequately, with 80 SRs scoring 1. The space
limitations of publications may explain the lower scores. Neverthe-
less, basic data is required to enable a reader to look at the pri-
mary studies for further information. QA5 & QA6: The quality and evidence traceability of the pri-
ary studies. The traceability of the quality (QA5) and evidence
QA6) are dependent on the analyzed quality of and evidence
ound in primary studies (QA3). The QA5 scores, in particular, are
oor due to the lack of a quality analysis. The evidence is analyzed
etter, resulting in the traceability of evidence (QA6) also being
etter. The typical limitation of both QA5 and QA6 is that only a
umeric summary or a bubble chart is given about the state-of-
he-art rather than full traceability. 
QA7: The use of quality and evidence in findings. Clear
vidence-based findings are scarce, as indicated by the low QA7
cores. The QA7 criteria are relatively loose and require only some
ind of elaboration of evidence for the findings. Despite this, only
even SRs score 1. Two typical limitations, which result in a score
f 0.5, are that either the primary studies, their topics, and the na-
ure of the evidence are listed, or only a numerical summary of a
opic and the related nature of evidence are presented. Neither of
hese describe actual details of the evidence. 
.5. Analysis of RQ2.1: Quality assessment of primary studies in SRs 
The quality questions framework ( Dybå and Dingsøyr, 2008 ) is
he most commonly used quality assessment and the only means
pplied in several (13) SRs ( Table 7 ). Three SRs apply quality as
 part of the inclusion criteria, but the criteria either seem gen-
ral and challenging to measure objectively or not enough detail
s provided. The remaining SRs apply their own quality assessment
riteria in which the intention does not seem different from the
uality questions. 
Consequently, the SRs assess the analyzed quality of the pri-
ary studies quite rarely, although the quality is important for
he validity of evidence-based findings. It remains unclear why
o many SRs omit assessment altogether. Despite being the most
ommon framework, even the applicability and value of the quality
uestions remain unclear because the questions are often adapted
r omitted. However, no other means than the quality questions
eem to be widely applied. An issue in the application of quality
ssessment remains to ensure that the assessment is equally ap-
licable to different research approaches and to ensure consistent
pplication. Another issue is whether the value of the quality as-
essment would be greater when used in the results, or when used
s part of the inclusion and exclusion criteria. Nevertheless, SR re-
earch would benefit from additional guidelines or examples for
uality assessment. 































































































































‘  .6. Analysis of RQ2.2: Evidence assessment of primary studies in SRs 
In total, the majority of SRs (62) assess the evidence in the pri-
ary studies in at least one way, but there are quite a few dif-
erent assessments. The assessments that several SRs apply in a
imilar and commensurable manner are the research classification
nd evidence level. The differentiation of the study settings and
esearch methods is relatively common, but several different cat-
gorizations, which cannot be reliably combined, are used, or the
ynthesis becomes coarse, such as differentiating industrial studies.
n addition, research methods per se do not necessarily say much
bout the evidence itself. 
Although the analysis of evidence seems to be carried out more
ften and successfully than that of quality, some issues remain.
he categorizations or their criteria in an applied framework may
e ambiguous or may not be applied uniformly. For example, as-
essed ‘industrial evidence’ can be almost insignificant or strong.
 highly simplified example that is based on an open source soft-
are project or an industrial SPL may bear little actual industrial
vidence. Real application in the development of an industrial SPL
s much stronger. 
S39 highlights an example of interpretation difficulty: A case
tudy may refer either to an example or to a rigorous study of
he contemporary phenomena in a real context as defined in re-
earch methodology literature, such as by Yin (1994) . Another is-
ue is that the categorizations are not universally linear. For ex-
mple, expert opinion (L3) in the evidence-level framework is con-
idered lower than academic studies (L4). Indeed, for some kinds
f solutions, such as testing, academic studies, e.g., experiments,
an provide better evidence. Some other kinds of solutions, such
s SPL adoption, depend on longitudinal activities influenced by a
omplex context in which better evidence may be obtained even
rom expert opinion. In addition, expert opinion does not neces-
arily mean industrial experience. However, the other assessments
re even less, if at all, linear. The categorizations focus mostly on
mpirical evidence, although sometimes, e.g., formal analysis can
e a feasible evaluation. We do not argue for complete homogene-
ty, but a clearer, less fragmented, and more commensurable means
f evidence assessment would be beneficial to make SRs more re-
iable, coherent, and comparable. 
.7. Analysis of RQ2.3: Evidence-based findings presented in SRs. 
Evidence-based findings rely on the analyzed quality of and ev-
dence found in primary studies. Only S18, S36 and S88 take the
nalyzed quality of primary studies into account. These two SRs
dentify the best primary studies by combining the quality and ev-
dence into a two-dimensional framework to represent rigor and
elevance. 
For the evidence, which alone is considered more often, one
rchetypical means is to describe the evidence in primary studies.
he description gives some contextual information, although often
uite briefly. However, the evidence is not necessarily synthesized
t all or at least in a research questions-centric manner, and it re-
ains focused on the primary studies. 
Another archetypical use of evidence is that the SRs present
nly the levels or classes of evidence (cf. RQ2.2). For this, three
rchetypical representations are used. First, each primary study is
isted or tabulated along with its level of evidence. Sometimes,
opics and additional information or groupings are provided. The
uilt-in traceability in a list provides a reader with the possibility
o study in more detail the evidence of the primary studies, but
he details are not readily provided. A synthesis or an overview of
he state-of-the-art cannot be made explicit from a list. Second, a
hart, such as a bubble plot, represents different topics or research
uestions and levels of evidence. Compared to a listing, a chartrovides a better overview of different subtopics and a summary
f the evidence levels. However, the traceability of primary studies
s not possible from a chart but needs to be provided elsewhere.
hird, the level of evidence is represented as a completely separate
oncern for an SR, such as in a separate table or a numeric sum-
ary, thereby providing the number of studies at each level of ev-
dence. This means that evidence is not directly linked to the find-
ngs. Although such a representation can give an overview of evi-
ence about the topic of the entire SR, it cannot give an overview
f the specific research questions. 
One issue that arises is that, while evidence may show fail-
re, inefficiency, or inapplicability, this is not clear from the SRs
hat report only the levels or classes of evidence. Although typical
vidence in software engineering research involves confirming or
emonstrating success or applicability, S22 provides a counterex-
mple in the form of unsuccessful industrial cases. The evidence
hould also show, e.g., context, and measures of effect in terms of
hether there was any effect and how significant the effect was. 
The habit of SRs reporting only the level of evidence, not the
vidence itself, is somewhat illogical. Consider the following anal-
gy to medicine. An SR would enumerate the kinds of tests that
ave been conducted for a drug but would not report the drug’s
ffects, whether positive or negative, on the patients’ health or
ny characteristics of patient or the patient’s environment. Respec-
ively, in SRs focused on an SPL and variability, it would be im-
ortant to take into account the analyzed quality of and evidence
ound in the primary studies rather than just the levels of evi-
ence. However, in a Map that provides an overview of a research
opic, the level of evidence may be sufficient. If evidence is not
onsidered at all, a reader cannot distinguish between, e.g., an idea
hat has not been concretely tested, a solution proposal that has
een tested for feasibility, and a solution that is in industrial use
nd has proven to be effective. 
Finally, an increasingly popular trend, which became more evi-
ent during the search update, is the use of SRs as a multi-method
r triangulation manner. An SR is combined in a study with an-
ther research method, such as a case study or survey, and used
s one data source to extend, refine or evaluate the study propo-
itions or findings ( Bastos et al., 2017; Da Silva et al., 2015; Myl-
ärniemi et al., 2016; Rabiser et al., 2010; Hohl et al., 2018; Tüzün
t al., 2015 ). 
.8. Analysis of RQ3.1: Variability models 
We identified tens of unique variability models from the 39
Rs that reported a variability model (cf. Tables 9 and 13 ). While
ome of the variability models were clearly different, there are
dditionally many minor revisions, such as different representa-
ions of or extensions for a feature model. In fact, much of the
esearch on variability models seems to be about proposing new
r revised variability models. Separating all the minor differences
ould result in an even larger set of variability models. Due to the
arge number of models, some of which have quite small differ-
nces, we provided a more meaningful grouping of the variabil-
ty models. The large variety is further evidenced by the fact that
he ‘Other’ group is the second most common group, appearing in
3 SRs ( Fig. 5 ), having the second largest average support level of
8%, and appearing in the 283 primary studies of the SRs. Only the
oal-oriented model appears more than once in the ‘Other’ group,
lthough some variability models are not described in enough de-
ail to be adequately assessed. However, a feature model is clearly
he most commonly appearing variability model ( Fig. 5 ). ‘FM’ group
lso stands out among different variability models by having 721
upporting primary studies in the SRs, while the number of sup-
orting primary studies in the next largest groups, ‘Other’ and
UML’, are 263 and 112, respectively. Even among the different
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t  groups, the ‘FM’ group is mentioned in most (34/39) of the SRs.
Out of the five SRs that did not include the ’FM’ group, S47 is about
architecture evaluation mostly based on existing scenario-based
methods, S82 focuses on architecture model, and S50 focuses only
on use cases as variability models. The remaining two SRs (S15,
S36) did not find anything for the ‘FM’ group even though the top-
ics are not restricting. Even within SRs, the ‘FM’ group is dominant,
because the support level is, on average, 45%. Four SRs study only a
feature model, meaning the support level is 100%, which increases
the average support level. However, excluding these four SRs still
results in an average support level of 35%. 
In addition, UML stands out as another quite often appearing
variability model in its own right and as a group, especially if the
‘Use case’ group is considered a part of UML. Although UML con-
sists of several different diagrams, such as class and sequence di-
agrams, the ’UML’ group is still quite strictly defined compared
to any group other than the ‘FM’ group. In fact, the remaining
commonly appearing groups — such as natural language and for-
mal models without further details — are relatively general groups
rather than specific models. 
Apart from the ‘FM’ group, the dedicated variability models
do not seem to be especially common. Although the ‘Orthogonal’
group is addressed in 14 SRs, the average support level is low (6%).
The ‘DM’ group is more frequent in early SRs but has been ad-
dressed rarely and by only few primary studies in more recent SRs,
resulting in an average support level of 10% and 16 primary studies
in total. 
There are eight specific groups of extensions and adaptations,
and most of these groups are addressed by several SRs. Apart from
the ‘Use case’ group, the support level of these groups is, on aver-
age, 10–20%, with quite similar standard deviations. Consequently,
these groups appear quite frequently, even though their support
level does not indicate that they are especially popular. 
The extracted variability models cover relatively extensively the
different topics of SPL and, thus, the life-cycle phases and activities
of SPL development. That is, out of the topics identified in RQ1,
all other topics except ‘Process model’ are covered, and research
methods are covered by only one SR. However, a variability model
is not especially relevant for either of these two topics. Overall,
the support levels of variability models within each topic follow
roughly the general averages in Table 11 , as discussed above. There
are, however, some exceptions to the averages because a topic-
specific model is adapted or extended to cover variability, such as
use cases for requirements engineering. The group ‘FM’ is equally
dominant for each topic, as it is in general. 
Consequently, there seems to be little uncertainty about the
feasibility of using some of the existing variability models to ex-ress variability as a phenomenon in most of the contexts. Rather,
t is a challenge to make a selection and identify differences be-
ween the different variability models. The practical needs and
se of variability modeling, as well as comparing and synthesizing
tudies, seem to be more timely issues than any additional novel
ariability model per se. 
Our results bear similarities with the results of SRs that focus
n variability. However, S13 identifies significantly fewer models
nd found UML to be almost as frequent as feature modeling. S18
ntroduces five abstract categories on the basis of a sample. Only
ne sample study per category and its central ideas are shown, but
he support level is not provided beyond the sample. Consequently,
 wider spectrum of variability models is captured by the analysis
f this tertiary study, and analysis of variability models with re-
pect to different topics is also provided. 
.9. Analysis of RQ3.2: Evidence about variability models 
The identifiable evidence about variability models remains
carce in numbers. Out of the 86 SRs, the variability models are ex-
racted from 39 SRs. However, only nine SRs are reported in a way
hat provides the variability models with evidence in a traceable
anner for a tertiary study. However, as argued above in RQ2, the
R report little evidence that reflects transitively on the found evi-
ence of variability models. Because of the low number of primary
tudies that provide evidence for variability models, it is more rel-
vant to inspect the evidence in more detail, focusing on practical
pplications. 
The variability models have only isolated primary studies that
rovide empirical evidence of actual industrial use (L6). The great-
st amount of evidence on the actual use of variability models in
n industrial context is available for the ‘FM’ group. S22, which
pecifically focuses on finding practical applications of feature di-
grams, provides 11 out of the 12 primary studies that are classi-
ed as L6. However, two of these primary studies are about un-
uccessful applications, and three remain hypothetical in the sense
hat a feature model could have been applied in the situation. The
vidence does not seem to be maturing either, because SRs from
008 and 2010 show the best industrial evidence for ‘FM’ rather
han more recent ones. L6 support is also available for the ‘For-
al’, ‘SA’, ‘Use case’ and ‘Unspecified’ groups, each of which has
nly one supporting primary study, and the ‘Other’ group, which
as two supporting primary studies. Five of these are reported in
1, and the remaining two are reported in S36. In the end, only
hree SRs reported evidence on the L6 level. 
The L5 evidence level is also based on industrial studies, but
hese industrial studies typically seem to mean some kind of tests
































































































































r informal experiments, such as feasibility tests, performed in an
lmost realistic environment at best, rather than actual use. Nev-
rtheless, there is more evidence for L5 than for L6, and only the
MDE’ and ‘Orthogonal’ groups lack evidence on the L5 and L6 lev-
ls. Industrial use can also be evidenced at the L3 level by ‘Expert
pinions’ although it is unclear whether the experts are practition-
rs. Evidence on the L3 level is typically even scarcer than in the
ase of L6 and mostly originate from S1. 
The remaining evidence levels do not include real industrial set-
ings. Therefore, a more detailed analysis between L2 and L4 does
ot seem reasonable. Besides, the distinction between L2 and L4
oes not always seem to be unambiguous or consistent between
Rs. Several SRs have primary studies without evidence (L1), and
hen considering the number of primary studies, only the group
Formal’ has significantly high support level percentages. However,
ather than evidence about use, the group ‘Formal’ can be provided
ith, e.g., formalisms or proofs that have little merit at the evi-
ence levels. 
In sum, the evidence on variability models, especially in practi-
al settings, is numerically scarce and immature. In particular, de-
pite the popularity of the topic and the significant research inter-
st, the evidence on the group ’FM’ does not clearly outperform
ther variability models when the quality and total number of the
rimary studies are taken into account. 
The immature state of the evidence may have different reasons.
irst, SRs often seem to focus on topics or are carried out in a man-
er that results in a lot of emphasis being placed on solution pro-
osals rather than specifically focusing on studies about existing
ndustrial practices reported in, e.g., experience reports, surveys, or
ase studies about variability management. In fact, most of the best
vidence is presented in two SRs (S1 and S22). 
Second, it may be that few primary studies actually do study
ariability in practical settings, as indicated by the SRs specifically
ocusing on industrial experience. Rather, research in primary stud-
es is about variability models as research proposals that do not
ave evidence of wider industrial adoption, which is then reflected
ransitively in SRs. Some of the variability models are tried out
n industrial settings, but evidence about wider industrial adop-
ion and practice remains scarce. Although research has been con-
ucted, especially for some variability models — to the extent that
ariability models seem to have matured to a level at which wider
ndustrial adoption could take place — convincing evidence about
he transfer of the proposed variability models to wider industrial
ractice is not common. In particular, the popularity of the ‘FM’
roup indicates that most solution proposals are based on feature
odels commonly found in academic studies that explore variabil-
ty as a phenomenon. 
Third, because of these focuses, primary studies or SRs, or both,
eem not to cover or even consider in-house or informal variabil-
ty models and other approaches. Only specific variability mod-
ls are searched for, with no reliable consideration of how often
nd in which contexts a variability model is considered a necessity
nd variability is managed by other means. Evidence from obser-
ational studies is needed to enable a deeper understanding of the
ractical application of variability models. 
. Limitations and threats to the validity 
To ensure the search coverage, we applied several search strate-
ies. However, one limitation of the search coverage is that we
id not contact SRsâ authors or manually search their publication
ecords for additional SRs. Another limitation is that our manual
earch was not extensive but focused only a limited set of confer-
nces and omitted journals devoted to SRs. However, we initially
esigned only snowballing search but we already extended the de-
ign to cover database searches so that we had reached a satura-ion point at which the manual searches were no longer discover-
ng any potential new papers for inclusion. Therefore, we do not
onsider the scope of our manual searches to be a major threat.
 snowballing search with Scopus missed some SRs as a result of
ncorrect or missing records. For the observed issues in Scopus, we
pplied Google Scholar Web search. Google Scholar resolved the
ssues, but one major drawback was the large number of false pos-
tives. 
For the search terms to find SRs from databases, we combined
ll the terms associated with SRs that we found in the known
leven tertiary studies. However, unlike for snowballing, we omit-
ed the assessment of the database search results. While the search
erms about SRs seem relatively comprehensive, one threat in-
olves restricting terms only to SPL and variability, and their syn-
nyms. Phenomena similar to variability exist in domains such
s software reuse, autonomous systems, pervasive systems, and
ervice-oriented systems. In addition, potentially relevant search
erms for variability, such as personalization, customization, or
daptation, were not included in our search string. The used search
erms were also a design decision to limit the context mainly to
PL in which variability, as a research topic, has a central role.
here is also a threat that even if a SR was found, the manual
pplication of inclusion and exclusion criteria was applied incor-
ectly. To alleviate this threat, we carefully analyzed and discussed
ll borderline SRs. 
Data extraction was a manual process that could potentially
ave resulted in inaccuracies. To mitigate this threat, we applied
xisting criteria from other tertiary studies, discussed the crite-
ia and borderline interpretations, and re-checked the SRs when
n doubt. Some data has dependencies such as QA3 score and ap-
lied analysis frameworks. We extracted such data first and then
hecked the dependencies to validate the data. 
A threat with respect to findings is that, as a tertiary study, we
elied on SRs and did not analyze the primary studies of the SRs.
ny mistake made in the SRs is transitively reflected in our find-
ngs. In addition, although the topics of SRs differ, some of the
Rs are closely related and can include the same primary stud-
es. Thus, the same primary study may affect our findings several
imes. To mitigate these threats, we tried to be cautious when-
ver only minor indications existed. The data extraction was not
ntirely checked by more than one person, which remains a threat.
The findings and generalizations we made are specific to SPLs
nd variability. However, software engineering based on SPLs and
overing variability is similar to other kinds of software engi-
eering such as single system development. Therefore, our find-
ngs could be representative even beyond the current scope of the
tudy, providing generalizable hypotheses worth further investiga-
ion. 
. Conclusions 
Systematic reviews (SRs) have become over the years an estab-
ished and relatively widely adopted research methodology. How-
ver, SLRs and Maps that have recently been published are in many
ases practically indistinguishable. Therefore, we strongly recom-
end the future SR authors to more clearly distinguish between
aps and SLRs. To this end, further research on SR method appli-
ation and additional guidelines would help to clarify more clearly
he distinction between these two kinds of SRs. For example, SLRs
ould focus more clearly on a rigorous analysis of particular topics
reas, emphasizing the analyzed quality of and evidence found in
he primary studies already covered by the inclusion and exclusion
riteria. Maps, on the other hand, could carry out wider overviews
f emerging topic areas or topics that cut across multiple disci-
lines. 


























































































































u  In terms of the characteristics of the existing SRs, they per-
form relatively well in systematically carrying out the search, se-
lecting primary studies, and presenting the data about the primary
studies according to established quality criteria. However, the SRs
should more critically examine the search and analysis results. Fur-
thermore, the SRs rarely take into account the analyzed quality of
or evidence found in the primary studies in the synthesis, which
should be given more emphasis while conducting SRs. The quality
and evidence are also relevant for making evidence-based conclu-
sions. There is also a need for additional SR guidelines or criteria,
both in terms of quality and evidence assessment. The guidelines
should address issues such as omitting analysis; inconsistent anal-
ysis across different SRs; habitually adapted and similar, competing
criteria; weak conclusions from analysis results; and an inability to
cover various kinds of primary studies. 
In terms of the experience of carrying out this tertiary study,
similar recommendations apply. It was unexpected that snow-
balling would not result in more satisfactory results, although
some SRs were found only by means of snowballing. Search vali-
dation on the basis of a quasi-gold standard was not successful ei-
ther. Therefore, we recommend, for any SR, to pilot different search
strategies and to assess the search results critically. In inclusion,
more strict selection criteria could be used, because not all SRs are
necessarily reliable or exhaustive enough. Similarly, the division
between SLRs and Maps, relying only on authors’ claims, turned
out to be inconsistent. In general, there is a need for clear crite-
ria to distinguish between the two. For data extraction, we should
have included, e.g., research challenges from the SRs, although our
perception was that SRs call for better evidence and point out spe-
cific future work items that the authors themselves will address. 
The topics of the found SRs cover SPL and variability relatively
broadly, except for variability realization, which is a potential topic
to be covered in a future SR. Because some topic areas are covered
by quite specific SRs, there may still be other topics worthy of an
SR. It is also worthwhile to update an SR. However, it is more rele-
vant for future SRs to embrace the evidence more — to the extent
that only primary studies with realistic evidence are included. 
The state-of-the-art of SPL and variability research consists of
numerous proposals for a broad spectrum of topics. We did not
identify any specific topic that urgently requires novel solutions.
Rather, there is a need for actionable solutions that have been eval-
uated for practical applicability and for suitability and integrability
with existing development practices. There is also a need to elabo-
rate and explicate the suitable contexts more clearly, and compare
different solutions in different contexts and for different purposes. 
As for variability models, we identified a large number of dif-
ferent kinds of variability models, although a feature model stands
out clearly as the most popular one and can be considered an
archetypical variability model, especially for researchers. Another
commonly appearing variability model is UML. Apart from fea-
ture models, the dedicated variability models are not be especially
widely adopted or gaining in popularity. Several different exten-
sions and adaptations to existing software models exist but are
not especially popular. Nevertheless, practically all the phases in
software engineering seem to be supported by some kind of vari-
ability model, although a feature model is common for any phase.
However, the assessed evidence about variability models is, in gen-
eral, numerically scarce and immature, particularly with regard to
industrial use. Consequently, there is little uncertainty about the
feasibility of using some of the existing variability models to ex-
press variability as a phenomenon in most of the contexts. Rather,
one challenge involves making a selection for the context based on
understanding the differences and characteristics of the different
variability models. The practical needs and use of variability mod-
eling, as well as comparative and synthesizing studies, are more
timely research issues than any additional novel variability model. cknowledgments 
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